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SYCAMORE CANYON 

Near the top of Taylor Cabin Trail is this tower of 
limestone which we've tagged Shirley Temple. 

Ruins on Packard Mesa. 

Winter Cabin snow-bound. 

A metaie and mano, used to grind corn, testify to 
occupation by ancient peoples. 

Reflections in a rain pool near Taylor Cabin. 

Photos by Stewart Aitchison. See article on page two. 
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Rustic Taylor Cabin. Many pools of water are found in the dry stream bed near 
Taylor Cabin. 

SYCAMORE CANYON 
By Stewart Aitchison 

Photos by the Author 

Cut into Arizona's colorful Mogollon Rim are 
many canyons varying from mere gullies to minia-
ture Grand Canyons. About 25 miles southwest of 
Flagstaff is one of the latter types. Its name? Syca-
more. Fortunately, Sycamore is classified a Wilder-
ness Area and here you will find Nature untouched 
by roads, motels, and hot dog stands. Numerous 
Indian ruins testify to the fact that ancient peoples 
found this canyon a satisfactory place to live. Red 
sandstone and shales tower all around, followed by 
buff-colored sandstone, then porcelain white lime-
stone capped in most places by gray-black basalt. 
And like its counterpart, Grand Canyon, Sycamore 
exhibits tremendous solitude and immense silence. 

Although some thirty miles in length, Sycamore 
Canyon can only be reached by conventional auto 
about five major ways. Sycamore can be divided 
into three distinct sections; namely, a northern por-
tion, a central area, and a southern part. 

Northern Section 
The northern portion is characterized by Ponder-

osa Pine bordering the rims of a relatively narrow  

gorge about 2000 feet deep. Deer, bear, and cougars 
inhabit its depths and forage for food along the 
intermittent stream. 

To reach the west side of this section approach 
is made via Williams and White Horse Lake to 
Sycamore Point. This is an improved dirt road but, 
as with other Arizona roads, may turn to liquid mud 
after a summer cloudburst. A trail once supposedly 
existed from Sycamore Point to the bottom but is 
now completely obliterated. Descent can be made, 
though, without too much difficulty. 

Entry to the east side can be made by taking the 
Turkey Butte Road from.  Flagstaff. The road is in 
very good condition except for the last couple of 
miles as you approach the rim. About three miles 
north of Turkey Butte Lookout is a trail leading 
down to Kelsey Spring continuing to Geronimo 
Spring in the canyon bottom. Approximately half-
way between the mentioned springs is Babes Hole 
Spring and a trail which traverses the east wall 
southward to Dorsey Spring. One can exit here or 
persist southward to Winter Cabin. Here the trail 
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trifurcates. One branch goes northeastward to a 
road near Hog Hill. A second branch heads east-
ward to Turkey Butte. The third travels south-
westward into the canyon. This last trail parallels 
the streambed, crossing it occasionally. It might be 
worthy to note that if one finds himself walking for 
any distance in the boulder-strewn streambed, he 
can almost bEi sure he has lost the trail. The best 
procedure when the trail comes to the stream is to 
scan the opposite bank for either a cairn or a dot-
dash painted or axed into some poor tree trunk. 

Almost 1V2  miles south of where this last trail 
enters the canyon bottom, it intersects with the 
Taylor Cabin Trail. The head of Taylor Cabin 
Trail is several miles south of Turkey Butte on 
Buck Ridge along a very poor power-line service 
road. 

Let's return to the confluence of these trails and 
follow on down the canyon. Another mile and one 
encounters Taylor Cabin. This cabin was originally 
built in the late 1800's by a Mormon family who 
fled here after persecution in Flagstaff. For three 
years they lived in a nearby cave and raised horses 
and some cattle. Finally, they were able to build 
the cabin which now has been restored by the 
Forest Service to be used free of charge by hikers 
and riders. 

The trail continues southward; from here it is 
known as the Packard Trail. One and a half miles 
from Taylor Cabin, the trail ascends the west wall 
about 500 feet and delivers you on a plateau. To 
the west the canyon wall is now far removed. To the 
east is an ever-increasing gorge where the streambed 
is entrenched. Beyond towers Casner Mountain. 
One has left the northern section. 

Central Portion 
The central portion of Sycamore consists of three 

large, relatively flat areas known as Cow Flat, 
Sycamore Basin, and Packard Mesa. This part of 
the canyon is similar to the Grand Canyon because 
of the way the west canyon wall drops to one of the 
above plateaus (i.e., Tonto Plateau in G.C.) and 
then an inner gorge (i.e., Granite Gorge in G.C.) 
to the east. 

Road access from the west is via a turn-off on the 
Perkinsville-Williams highway to Henderson Flat 
then on to Sycamore Tank. The last four miles of 
this road is hard on a low-slung car. At Sycamore  

Tank one can pick up the Packard Trail, and either 
go north across Cow Flat and Sycamore Basin to 
Taylor Cabin or south over Packard Mesa to the 
junction of Sycamore Creek and the Verde River. 
In Sycamore Basin are some spectacular Indian 
ruins perched on practically unscalable monoliths. 

This central section can be reached from the east 
by taking Forest Service Road #525c off U.S. High-
way 89a about 10 miles southwest of Sedona. This 
road ends on the south side of Casner Mountain at 
Sycamore Pass. Descent into the canyon is a matter 
of simple rock climbing and scrambling. 

Southern Area 
The last four miles of the canyon makes up the 

southern area. Here the gorge is again deep and 
narrow but unlike the rest of the canyon the creek 
flows year-round. Lukewarm water issues forth from 
Summers Spring and produces a rich, green jungle 
along its banks. This riparian habitat induces ample 
wildlife. Skunks, raccoons, ringtail cats, and deer 
mice are frequent camp visitors. Occasionally, a 
Great Blue Heron will venture into the canyon for 
a meal of trout and frogs. Also, a few rattlesnakes 
seem to enjoy this area so watch your step. 

Entrance to the canyon mouth is from Clarkdale. 
Turn off U.S. Highway 89a at the Tuzigoot 
National Monument. The first road on the left after 
crossing the Verde River is the one. This is a good 
road except for the last half-mile or so. At the 
mouth are three possibilities. On the northwest bank 
is the Packard Trail. About 50 feet up on the east 
side starts a trail that goes past Hidden House, a 
well-preserved ruin, and then drops to the east bank 
of the creek and ends at a large artesian spring two 
miles up canyon. Or one can trail-blaze and boulder-
hop along the creek as far as he wishes. 

A better idea of the topography can be obtained 
by acquiring U.S.G.S. maps. The Clarkdale Quad-
rangle 15', Camp Verde Quad 30', and Sycamore 
Point Quad 732'  make up the bulk of the canyon 
and show most of the trails and roads. Remember 
that the first two maps are twenty-five or more 
years old and roads can change. 

From its forested beginning to its yawning desert 
flats to its semi-tropical finish at the Verde, Syca-
more is an epitome of the land of contrast, namely 
Arizona. Here is a magnificent canyon aching to be 
explored and enjoyed by all. 
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The morning sky showed every sign that pre-
cedes a storm of major proportions, but after 
several cups of coffee, we started out anyway. It 
was highly unlikely that any real storm would 
develop for it was August and we were in California. 
More precisely, we were at Twin Lakes Cafe, just 
beneath the Sawtooth Ridge, showplace of the 
northern Sierra. 

The Barney Lake trail was especially pleasant 
in the cool, windy, autumn type weather. After 
two miles or so I stopped and pointed with pride 
up Little Slide Canyon to the pinnacles I had 
selected for the day's activities. They were beauti-
ful, more so than I had remembered, and I could 
tell that my partners were much impressed. Actually 
I was much impressed myself for I had been expect-
ing to see one handsome pinnacle of modest size 
and another rock mass which on my previous visit 
could not be definitely distinguished as another 
pinnacle. In the morning sunlight it could clearly 
be seen that there were two pinnacles and both 
were large. 

The trail became very steep as we entered the 
canyon, but spurred by the prospect of adventure, 
we climbed it quickly. Up in the canyon we exam-
ined our pinnacles at close range just as the weather 
started to look worse. We had come this far thinking 
of climbing both pinnacles one after the other on  

this same day. Now that we were up close we 
could see no route we were prepared to handle on 
either peak and the weather was threatening. Under 
the circumstances, we decided to gamble on the 
possibility that the lower pinnacle might have a 
low-angle ridge on the back side. 

An ominous layer of clouds descended on the 
higher summits, backlighting our pinnacles dramat-
ically as we climbed up the talus. After tiptoeing 
delicately up the final couloir full of sand and loose 
boulders, we confronted our proposed climb. It was 
not at all as we had anticipated, for there was no 
low-angle ridge; the back side of this pinnacle was 
a three-hundred-foot wall! There was, however, a 
possibility for a route on the corner between the 
west and south faces. We roped up immediately, 
hoping to beat the bad weather. 

Our climb took on a gothic quality as the leader 
struggled up a rotten chimney while his partners 
shivered in the cold and gloom. It was a little spooky 
to be climbing an unheard-of pinnacle in August as 
a winter-type storm moved in. It occurred briefly 
in my imagination that perhaps this pinnacle was 
some kind of a mirage put here to catch vain 
climbers striving for a new first. Eighty feet up, 
the chimney narrowed to a jam crack which from 
below had appeared to be the crux. It looked like 
it would go but our leader thought he needed a 
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three-inch bong to protect it properly. We had 
nothing that big. This was just the excuse we 
needed to quit and head down. We were chilled 
and a snowstorm seemed imminent. We left, more 
excited than defeated, and agreed to return in 
sunny weather. 

Weather conditions had reverted to the usual 
late summer perfection by the time of our second 
trip on September 4th and 5th. We spent the first 
day exploring the area and taking pictures. The 
next day we again attempted our pinnacle, and 
this time succeeded. As before, our group consisted 
of John York of Berkeley, Joe Kiskis of Davis, and 
myself. 

The reconnaissance confirmed our suspicions that 
Little Slide Canyon is an undiscovered or at least 
unappreciated major climbing area of the High 
Sierra. Presumably all, or nearly all, of the climbs 
are untouched, as was ours. Our pinnacle, which 
we named Outguard Spire, turned out to be one of 
a group of four fine granite spires on the west side 
of the canyon about a mile from the Barney Lake 
trail. I designate the pinnacles north to south by 
the numbers one to four with Outguard being first 
and northernmost. 

Outguard is a beautiful and remarkable pinnacle 
standing some 300 feet on its lowest side and about 
twice that high on the highest side. Our route, 
which is described below, is by far the easiest on 
the peak. Any other route would probably involve 
direct aid and be at least a grade III. Pinnacle No. 
2, very impressive from the north, would be an 
easy or moderate climb from the south except for 
the steep summit block. The wall facing the canyon 
is probably about 700 feet high and appears to 
offer routes of grade three or four. We checked out 
Pinnacle No. 3 from every side except the north 
and found no route to the summit which would 
involve less than two pitches of direct aid. The 
wall facing the canyon is probably 500 feet high 
and is quite blank. The wall of a neighboring sub-
peak offers some routes, one of which is the most 
appalling jam cracks imaginable. No. 3 seems to be 
the highest and is probably the most difficult of 
the group. We nearly climbed Pinnacle No. 4 un-
roped from the notch on the west side. A short 
fifth class pitch turned us back. It has big walls on 
the other sides. 

Across the canyon from the pinnacles is one of 
the most beautiful walls in the Sierra. This face 
must be 1000 or more feet high and is of dazzling 
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white granite broken by vertical crack systems. 
A classic route of about grade V appears to go 
directly up the choicest portion. Apparently the 
top of this face is a summit which can not be 
reached by an easy route though routes on the 
back side would be short. 

The climbing area of Little Slide Canyon is not 
large, but it contains a high concentration of inter-
esting peaks and route possibilities. We saw perhaps 
a dozen nice pinnacles and good routes are abundant 
on the steep walls of the lower canyon. Pinnacles 
one to four are among the best in the area but there 
are other fine ones and enough faces and buttresses 
to keep a climber busy for weeks. Above the first 
lake, the rocks become less attractive. 

Little Slide Canyon (called Ice Canyon on some 
maps) is one of the most accessible of High Sierra 
climbing areas. Any of pinnacles one to four could 
be climbed from a car camp at Twin Lakes. To 
reach the climbs walk west on the Barney Lake 
trail for two and one-half miles from Twin Lakes 
(13 miles by road from Bridgeport) until the sign 
reading Little Slide Canyon is reached and pinnacle 
No. 2 appears on the skyline. 

Follow the little intermittent trail marked by the 
sign to Robinson Creek, which may be crossed by 
complicated log walking maneuvers. A very steep 
and narrow trail leads up into the canyon. The 
pinnacles are located at about ten thousand feet 
on the flank of Kettle Peak and on the canyon 
wall opposite. The approaches from the canyon 
floor are steep but fairly short. Good campsites 
are available along the stream in the lower canyon 
and other less luxurious ones are available just 
below the peaks. The area offers all the character-
istics conducive to an enjoyable camping and 
climbing trip. 

A description of our climb follows in climber's 
guide style. Outguard Spire. II, 5.8. 

Approach the peak via the narrow talus gully on 
the west side going left where it becomes loose and 
dangerous. Start in a rotten chimney on the southeast 
corner and go up about eighty feet to the crux, a short 
jam crack section. Above, easier climbing leads up 
and right to a good ledge. Easy climbing off this ledge 
leads to a notch behind a small pinnacle. Traverse left 
at this point to get behind a flake. From the flake, steep 
face climbing leads seventy feet directly up the corner 
to a ledge. A short pitch up the exposed summit ridge 
brings one to the top, which provides a precarious 
stance for one or two. 



Pinnacle No. 3 

from the south. 

Out guard Spire. 

Route is on the left. 
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As the medical member of mountaineering expe-
ditions which reached the summits of the North 
and South American Continents, I have been im-
pressed by the dirth of medical literature on short-
term altitude effects and body acclimatization. 
Since most small mountaineering expeditions achieve 

Table 1—Conversion Tables 

Temperature 

Degrees Centigrade 
(C = 5 (F - 32) ) 

9 

Degrees Farenheit 
(F = 9 C + 32) 

5 

18 64.4 
20 68.0 
22 71.6 
24 75.2 
26 78.8 
28 82.4 
30 86.0 
32 89.6 
34 93.2 
36 96.8 
38 100.4 

Altitude 

(one meter = 3.281 feet) 

Meters Feet 

1000 3281 
2000 6562 
3000 9843 
4000 12238 
5000 16404 
6000 19685 
7000 22966 
8000 26247 
9000 29528 
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their objectives in less than a month, this paper will 
concern itself with the changes occurring during the 
first weeks after a sea-level inhabitant invades alti-
tudes above 10,000 feet. 

A total concept of the altitude effects on the body 
requires a correlation of information on the effects 
of several physical forces which become accentuated 
with altitude. This presentation will discuss these 
forces, their modification by altitude, body response 
and acclimatization, and finally some indications as 
to how individual resistance might be predicted. 

Since much of the literature specifying elevation 
and temperature is divided between the use of the 
metric system and English system, a conversion 
table is provided for convenience. (Table 1) 

PHYSICS OF INCREASING ALTITUDE 

Increases in altitude present four distinct stresses 
to the human body. These are (1) Decreasing tem-
perature, (2) Increasing ultraviolet radiation, (3) 
Decreasing barometric pressure, and (4) Decreasing 
partial pressure of oxygen. 

Temperature 

For every 1000 ft. of altitude the temperature 
decreases about 332  degrees Fahrenheit. (Table 
2) Ascent will necessarily be accompanied by the 
problems of frostbite and general body cooling 
unless adequate protective clothing is worn. 
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Ultraviolet, Cold, and Low Pressure 

By Gene W. Mason, M.D. 
Director—Dept of Anesthesiology, Providence Hosp., Everett, Wn. 
Clinical Instructor—Univ. of Washington Medical School; Clinical Staff. 

"Simplified and condensed from Altitude Effects on the 
Human Body—Ultraviolet, Cold, and Low Pressure, 
accepted for publication by Northwest Medicine." 

Ultraviolet Radiation 

The solar radiation which reaches the earth's 
surface must first pass through the earth's atmos-
phere. During its passage it is modified by ab-
sorption. The total absorption depends upon the 
amount or thickness of the layer of atmosphere 
traversed. The radiation passes through more at-
mosphere when it strikes the earth tangentially than 
directly. Thus the air mass traversed depends on 
several factors, including time of day, time of year, 
latitude, and elevation above sea level. In addition, 
absorption occurs as a result of an ozone layer at 
about 80,000 ft., and as a result of atmospheric 
turbidity —clouds, fog, haze, dust; and smoke. 

While some of the radiation is absorbed and dis-
sipated into other forms of energy, some is bounced 
about or scattered. As a result of this scattering in 
the atmosphere, a very significant amount of ultra-
violet reaches the earth's surface from the sky (sky 
radiation) instead of directly from the sun. On a 
clear day at some hours the amount of ultraviolet 
falling on a horizontal surface from the sky may be 
greater than the amount directly from the sun, and 
at all hours it is comparable in amount. 

Because of the indirect reflection from the clouds 
and sky, the amount of ultraviolet radiation at the 
earth may be greater on days when the sky is cov-
ered by high thin cirrus clouds than on cloudless 
days. 

The direct solar ultraviolet intensity increases 
with altitude above sea level, due to a decreasing 
thickness of atmosphere with less absorption. In  

contrast, the sky radiation decreases with altitude, 
since the lower, more turbid atmosphere is responsi-
ble for most of the scattering. Measurements of the 
combined direct and sky radiation (wavelength not 
specified) on a horizontal surface showed an increase 
of 15% per kilometer (3281 ft.) in the Alps.' The 
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The accompanying graph depicts the increase in direct 
solar intensity (wave-length 2950 A) with increase in 
altitude near noon in June at 50 degrees latitude North 
in a normally clear atmosphere. 
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Body Response to Cold 

Initial Compensatory Response 

Shivering. Onset in 4 to 55 minutes; periodic 
in nature. Controlled by skin temperature, rate 
of cooling, and severity of cold.7  Intensity re-
lated to rectal, temperature. 

Increased oxygen consumption. (Metabolic 
Rate). Three to six times the basal level, increas-
ing to the level of strenuous exercise; taking some 
thirty minutes to reach a maximum. Heat pro-
duction is primarily due to the muscular work. 

General peripheral constriction of blood ves-
sels (vasoconstriction). Involves arterial and ve-
nous systems, shunting blood to central organs. 
Trunk cools more slowly than extremities, and 
face cools least of all body surfaces." 

Heart rate increased—until the rectal tem-
perature begins to fall. 

The volume of blood leaving the heart per 
minute (cardiac output) is increased. 

Blood pressure elevated. 

Blood volume decreased due to loss of fluid 
from circulation after several hours of greatly 
lowered temperature. Also occurs after three or 
four days of exposure to moderate cold, but re-
turns to normal with continued moderate ex-
posure.20 21 22 

Respiratory rate and depth increased. A fall 
in lung carbon dioxide occurs.23 24  

Cerebral blood flow decreased-6 to 7% per 
degree centigrade drop with a resulting decline 
in cerebral oxygen consumption.26  

Late Decompensated Response 

Ceases at rectal temperature 30 to 33°C. 
Succeeded by muscular rigidity.8  

Does not persist after rectal temperature 
has fallen to 35°C."" 

This vasoconstriction eventually occurs in 
the pulmonary circulation as well as the general 
peripheral circulation of the body.'" 

If cooling is continued the rectal tempera-
ture begins to fall, and the heart rate decreases 
linearly with the fall in body temperature." 32  
Below 28°C varying degrees of heart rhythm ab-
normalities occur.13  Further cooling finally pro-
duces cardiac arrest." 15  

At 25°C there is a reduction in cardiac 
output.16 17 1 g  

Gradual decline as body cooling occurs; at 
25°C there is a rapid drop.'" 

Greatly lowered temperature produces loss 
of plasma from the circulation in a shocklike 
manner. 

After the initial increase, there is an almost 
linear relationship between the fall in body tem-
perature and the decrease in respiratory rate and 
depth.23  At 24°C a respiratory crisis occurs, 
breathing ceasing. 

At 25°C there is a reduction of 60 to 70% 
in flow.26  Unconsciousness occurs when tempera-
tures drop to 26 to 28°C. 

While the temperatures given above represent the research and observations of many investigators, they cannot 
be interpreted too exactly, since many variations occur, e.g., the classical case of the Chicago Negro woman who 
survived an all night exposure, being admitted to the hospital with a rectal temperature of 18°  C." 

As can be seen from the above chart, the initial response to cold suggests an excited resistance—the fight or flee 
response. More prolonged or severe cooling results in a gradual decompensation or disintegration of cardio-respiratory 

function. 
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Table 2-U. S. Standard Atmosphere 

Altitude 
(Feet) 

Pressure 
(Mm of Hg) 

Temperature 
C F 

0 760.0 15.0 59.0 
2000 706.6 11.0 51.9 
4000 656.3 7.1 44.7 
6000 609.0 3.1 37.6 
8000 564.4 -0.8 30.5 

10000 522.6 -4.8 23.3 
12000 483.3 -8.8 16.2 
14000 446.4 -12.7 9.1 
16000 411.8 -16.7 1.9 
18000 379.4 -20.7 -5.3 
20000 349.1 -26.6 -12.3 
22000 320.8 -28.6 -19.5 
24000 294.4 -32.5 -26.6 
26,000 269.8 -36.5 -33.7 
28000 246.9 -40.5 -40.9 
30000 225.6 -44.4 -48.0 

increase would be greater in a more turbid atmos-
phere, or with reference to shorter wavelengths. 
The accompanying graph depicts the increase in 
direct solar intensity (wavelength 2950 A) with 
increase in altitude near noon in June at 50 degrees 
latitude North in a normally clear atmosphere. 

Although the total amount of energy at high alti-
tudes is significantly greater than at sea level, its 
ability to cause gunburn at high altitudes may be 
increased out of proportion to its intensity because 
a relatively greater amount of radiation near the 
short-wave end of the spectrum is present. This 
occurs since scattering is most pronounced for the 
short wavelengths in the blue and ultraviolet. (In-
terestingly it is the scattering of the short wave-
lengths of light which accounts for the blue color 
of the sky. If light only reached the earth in a 
straight-line path from the sun, the sky would 
appear black, no light coming from it.) Changes in 
the energy distribution near the short-wave end of 
the spectrum will have a most pronounced effect 
in producing redness (erythema). Energy at 2950 A 
is about one hundred times as effective in producing 
erythema as energy at 3150 A. Consequently, effects 
at altitude are observed due to amounts of radia-
tion which are very small in comparison with the 
total ultraviolet. 

An additional problem occurs at altitude from 
snow reflecting about 75% of the ultraviolet radi-
ation.2  This leads to severe sunburn in areas not 
directly exposed, e.g. inside the nostrils and ears, 
and under the chin. 

Barometric Pressure 

As altitude increases the pressure or weight of the 
air mass on man becomes less, simply because some 
of the weight is now below him. (Table 2) It is this 
lowered pressure which allows gases to expand and 
exert pressure against closed containers or body 
spaces. Also the lowered pressure allows water to 
boil at a lowered temperature and evaporation to 
occur more rapidly. 

Total barometric pressure (Ps) can be expressed 
as the sum of the weights or partial pressures of the 
major component gases -oxygen, nitrogen, carbon 
dioxide, and water. 

PB Po2  PN2 ± PCO2 ± PH 20 
The relative percentage composition of dry at-

mospheric air does not vary appreciably with alti-
tudes up to 70,000 f t.3  

Partial Pressure of Oxygen 

The most stressful result of a low barometric 
pressure is the lowered partial pressure of oxygen 
in inhaled air. An additional problem occurs as a 
result of the fact that the partial pressures of carbon 
dioxide and water vapor in the lungs show a ten-
dency to remain constant. (Table 2) The formula 
for total barometric pressure is also applicable for 
the pressure and composition of the lung air. 

PB (lung air) = Po2  PN2 Pco2 ± PH 20 
Since Pc0 2  and PH20 remain relatively constant 

as altitude is increased, decreases in PB are mainly 
reflected in Po2 and PN2. Consequently carbon 
dioxide and water vapor occupy an increasing per-
centage of total pressure or volume in the lung as 
altitude is increased, as demonstrated below: (pres-
sures are in mm Hg). 

EFFECTS OF HIGH ALTITUDE 

Now that the stresses have been reviewed, a con-
sideration of their effects on the human body will 
be undertaken. 

Temperature 

This section will discuss how heat is lost from the 
body, and how the body reacts and acclimatizes to 
cold. 

Mechanisms of Heat Loss 
Heat is normally lost from the body via four 

mechanisms: (1) Conduction (2) Convection (3) 
Radiation, and (4) Evaporation. Several of these 
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are greatly accentuated at altitude, especially dur-
ing mountaineering. 

Conduction 
While air is a very poor conductor, which 

accounts for the efficiency of clothing with air cells 
as insulators, often climbers are exposed to excessive 
heat loss by conduction through wet or matted 
clothing on rock, ice, or snow. Great loss also occurs 
with the handling of metal objects such as ice axes, 
pitons, stoves, cameras, etc. 

Raising the temperature of inhaled air con-
stitutes a significant loss during rapid deep breath-
ing (hyperventilation).. Urinary and fecal heat loss 
is usually less than 2%.4a 

Convection 
The relative humidity of the external air 

has little effect upon heat loss through convection. 
The most important influencing factor is air move-
ment. Wind greatly increases heat loss up to a 
velocity of around 70 miles per hour —above this 
little further effect occurs. Winds are an almost con-
stant companion at high altitude. Drawstring and 
elastic cuffed clothing of windproof material dimin-
ish this problem. 

Radiation 
Half or more of the total heat loss occurs 

through radiation. 4a 5  The human skin is an 
almost perfect radiator, i.e., it radiates nearly all 
infra-red rays or absorbs to the same extent all rays 
which fall upon it. The temperature of surrounding 
objects in relation to skin temperature is the main 
factor determining heat loss. Air intervening be-
tween the body and object is not heated by radiant 
energy, but primarily by convection. 

Through radiation the body is heating 
much of the inner clothing, which then must be 
insulated against loss to the environment. 

Heat loss from the uncovered head can be 
enormous. Hedblom states that heat loss from the 
unprotected head may be 1/3 of total body heat 
production at 60 degrees F, at 40 degrees F., 
and Yi  at 5 degrees F.6  This is especially interesting 
in connection with the custom of natives of India 
of piling most of their clothing about their heads in 
cold weather. 

Evaporation 
At ordinary room temperature at sea level 

without obvious perspiring, heat loss through evap-
oration from the lungs and skin amounts to from 
15 to 30% of the total heat loss.4a 5  

The low barometric, pressure at altitude speeds 
evaporation of moisture in wet clothing, sleeping 
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bags, and tents frequently dampened amid snow 
and ice. 

Acclimatization to Cold 

While there is still some divergence of opinion as 
to man's ability to acclimatize to cold, it is fairly 
obvious that in order to acclimatize man must be 
cold for prolonged periods, not just live in a cold 
climate, well-protected by his man-made environ-
ment. 

Acclimatization seems to take three forms—(1) 
Conservation of body heat, (2) Increased produc-
tion of heat, and (3) Re-distribution of heat. 

Conservation 
A diminution in heat loss via the respira-

tory tree occurs. 25  The mechanism of this con-
servation has not been fully studied. It may occur 
as a result of experience and lessened cold anxiety, 
e.g. failure to increase respiratory rate and depth 
in cold; breathing against clothing or through 
clenched teeth with the tongue toward the edge of 
the teeth to pre-warm the inhaled air. 

Fat is a poor conductor of heat as com-
pared to other body tissues. Residents of cold cli-
mates increase their subcutaneous fat layers, 
providing some protection against general cooling. 

Increased Production 
Although man's basal metabolic rate does 

not change with cold adaptation28, the acclimatized 
man produces more heat and shivers less when con-
fronted with cold.29  The site of this increased heat 
production seems to be muscular in origin, but 
whether or not it's entirely due to muscular con-
traction has not been definitely decided. The con-
trol is believed to be due to a complex endocrine 
interaction—Pituitary, adrenals, and thyroid." 

Most of the dwellers of cold climates rely heavily 
on fats in their diets. Fat produces 9 calories per 
gram, while carbohydrates and proteins only pro-
duce 4 calories per gram. It is necessary to consume 
twice as much protein or carbohydrate for equiva-
lent fuel. 

Re-distribution 
An un-acclimatized man exposed to cold 

will dramatically constrict the vessels in his extrem-
ities, resulting in a severe drop of extremity tem-
perature with a resulting small increase in rectal 
temperature. The core temperature is thus pro-
tected at the expense of the extremities. A cold 
acclimatized man will allow his core temperature 
to drop one or two degrees in order to allow more 
blood to circulate in his extremities, and permit a 



less severe drop in their temperature.31  
This phenomenon, in conjunction with in- 

creased production and conservation of heat, largely 
explains how some natives are able to sleep barefoot 
outdoors in frigid temperatures. 

Blood volume seems to be increased in the 
cold-adapted man, but what physiologic role this 
plays is not as yet clear.32  

Localized codling, frequently in conjunction with 
generalized cooling, can of course result in frost-
bite. While no acclimatization occurs other than 
the re-distribution of blood previously mentioned, 
it is known that weathered, dirty, calloused hands 
seem to be more resistant. 

It would appear that susceptibility to repeated 
frostbite has been overemphasized. Numerous moun-
taineers who have undergone cold injury of various 
degrees have returned to climb without obvious 
increased susceptibility. However, following the 
cold injury, even moderate cold may cause an 
intense peripheral blood vessel constriction which 
may persist for several months (eight or nine 
months is not unusual) but reaction usually returns 
to normal after that period. 

Ultraviolet Radiation  

This section will discuss body reaction, individual 
tolerance, and acclimatization to UV. 

Body Response to UV 

For the most part, ultraviolet radiation causes 
injury to cells at the body surface only. The rays 
ranging between 2800 and 3100 A with the maxi-
mum effect at 2967 A are responsible for the destruc-
tive action. 

Redness, blistering, and peeling of the skin may 
occur depending on the amount of exposure. The 
reaction usually begins several hours after the 
exposure, reaching a maximum within 12 to 24 
hours. 

The chief effect on the eye is a superficial inflam-
mation (conjunctivitis) accompanied by light in-
tolerance, watering, and smarting. The pupils are 
small and superficial ulceration of the eye surface 
may occur. These symptoms appear several hours 
after the exposure and reach a peak in about 6 to 
12 hours depending on the dose. Since this entity 
usually occurs where snow is present reflecting the 
UV, it is referred to as "snow blindness." 

Individual Tolerance to UV 

Persons vary greatly in their reaction and sensi-
tivity to ultraviolet. In addition, there is some 
variation in sensitivity of different parts of the 
body. 

Blonds and redheads are more susceptible than 
brunettes. Men are more reactive than women. 
Women have an increased susceptibility during the 
first days of their menses. 

Over sixty drugs cause an increased sensitivity 
to sunlight,33  at least a dozen of which sometimes 
find usefulness in expedition mountaineering. These 
are barbiturates, salicylates, Benadryl, Compazine, 
Phenergan, hexachlorophene, Thiazide diruetics, 
quinine, riboflavin, procaine group of anesthetics, 
sulfonamides, and tetracyclines (Declomycin, Tetra-
cycline, Chlortetracycline). If any of these drugs 
must be used, added protection against ultraviolet 
radiation must be instituted. 

Synthetic antimalarial medications such as chlor-
oquine (Aralen), hydroxychloroquine (Plaquenil), 
and amodiaquin (Camoquin) convey some resis-
tance to sunlight reactions. This may be an added 
benefit when these drugs are employed for malaria 
control during expeditions.34  

Acclimatization to UV 

Acclimatization consists initially of movement of 
pigment from the lower layer to the upper layers of 
the skin, causing tanning. With more prolonged 
exposure an actual increase in pigment formation 
occurs with deeper tanning. 

The final reaction to the ultraviolet burn is a 
thickening of the outer layer of the skin. The tan-
ning of the skin exerts some protection to further 
injury by ultraviolet radiation, but this is secondary 
to the skin thickening. 

Barometric Pressure 

While the lowered barometric pressure at altitude 
is commonly disregarded as a cause for altitude 
effects, a careful examination reveals that several 
problems occur directly as a result. 

Body Response to Low Pressure 

The increased loss of body fluids (dehydration) 
at altitude is largely caused by the increased evap-
oration due to the low barometric pressure, to the 
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exceedingly low moisture content of inhaled air, and 
to the greatly increased rate and depth of breathing. 
Table 3 compares sea-level losses with those at 
altitude. There is a great variation in fluid loss in 
exhaled air because the rate and depth of breathing 
increases markedly with increases in altitude and 
work. At 20,000 ft. a resting air exchange of 12 Liters 
per minute nwr rise to 60 Liters per minute with 
difficult work. The slight increase in urine output 
with altitude quickly becomes a decrease with stress. 
A urine excretion of 2000 cc. per day is dependent 
on adequate fluid ingestion. The amount of urine 
excreted provides a rough, but useful guide as to the 
adequacy of intake while in the mountains. 

In addition to the general dehydration, local dry-
ing of the inside of the nose and lips leads to the 
development of crusty sores. On Mt. McKinley 
(1962) members of our expedition suffered from 
abraded, bleeding lips even though frequently coated 
with protective creams.35  

Drying of the pulmonary tree produces a chronic 
cough, ever-present among mountaineers at altitude. 

With the evaporation, increased heat loss occurs 
contributing to the cooling problem. Spilling of 
liquid fuels on the hands can produce rapid frost-
bite at sub-frigid altitude. This occurs because a 
liquid absorbs heat when evaporating. Since this 
heat is taken from the matter surrounding it, the 
liquid cools its surroundings as it changes into a gas. 

There is a 50% increase in the volume of trapped 
body gases when ascending from sea-level to 10,000 
ft. This increased volume must be either expelled 
or absorbed to avoid pressure problems. A classic 
example is the increasing pain on ascent in a re-
cently filled tooth due to the expansion of a gas 
bubble. Expansion of gases in the middle ear and 
sinuses never create problems on ascent, but rarely 
a rapid descent can lead to difficulties in a mountain-
eer. Expansion of gases in the intestinal tract prob-
ably contributes to the loose stools early in the 
climb, before dehydration supervenes. 

Since water boils at a much lower temperature at 
altitude, cooking dehydrated foods becomes more 
difficult and time consuming, often leading to the 
consumption of inadequately hydrated food. 

Acclimatization to Low Pressure 

No acclimatization occurs nor is necessary for the 
low barometric pressure seen in mountaineering. 
However, an acute awareness of the problems and 
how to cope with them is essential. 

Partial Pressure of Oxygen 

The major problems at altitude result from a low 
partial pressure of oxygen in the inhaled air, result-
ing in insufficient oxygen to completely saturate the 
carrier substance, hemoglobin. The progression from 
a low barometric pressure to a low hemoglobin 
saturation is illustrated in Table 4. 

This section will discuss the major physiologic 
changes, their inter-relation, and acclimatization. 

Body Response to Hypoxia (Low Oxygen) 

In healthy man the appearance and severity of 
the signs and symptoms of low oxygen depend upon 
the altitude, rate of ascent, duration at altitude, 
physical activity, and individual tolerance. The 
symptoms can be divided primarily into cerebral 
and cardio-respiratory categories. 

Cerebral 

Although it is not commonly noticed in moun-
taineering, the first symptom of lowered oxygen is 
a loss of night vision. This may occur as low as 5000 
ft. 

Headache is a common symptom. It may begii 
with exertion, disappearing at rest. Intensity rang( 
between little more than an annoyance up to 

Table 3—Daily Fluid Losses 

Altitude 

Source Sea Level (Above 15,000 ft.) 

Skin 
Insensible 500 cc. 750 - 1000 cc. 
Perspiration Variable Variable 

Expired Air 350 cc. 1000 - 4000 cc. 

Urine 1500 cc. 2000 cc. 

Feces 150 cc. 150 cc. 

TOTAL 2500 cc. 3900 - 7150 cc. 
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almost incapacitating ache, with nausea and vomit-
ing. Lassitude often becomes a major problem. 
These symptoms are commonly referred to as acute 
mountain sickness. 

Errors in judgment eventually yield to confusion. 
Hallucinations of auditory and/or visual nature 
may occur. In mountaineering, unconsciousness does 
not ordinarily supervene unless cardio-respiratory 
symptoms become prominent. 

One of the members of our Mt. McKinley Expedi-
tion35  developed auditory hallucinations at the 18,-
000 ft. level during our descent. Two of us were 
returning from the summit to join the rest of our 
party at 16,700 ft. While descending he began con-
versing with voices of our party issuing from 
crevasses. He heard them laughing and whispering, 
and stated that they were hiding from us. He heard 
the hiss of our high altitude stove, which is inter-
esting since we had not had water nor food for 32 
hours. His behavior was paranoid and very erratic, 
but not hostile to me. 

During our descent from the summit (23,000 ft.) 
of Mt. Aconcagua (1965) one of our party developed 
the sensation of a ghost companion. He became con-
fused as to where we were and what we were doing, 
began seeing living forms among the rocks, and 
finally saw two white-robed figures leading me to 
our high camp. 

In both these instances the affected members ap-
peared clear-headed after a night's sleep and being 
re-hydrated. 

Cardio-respiratory 

Awareness of the heart pounding, due largely to 
an increased heart rate, is accompanied by shortness 
of breath which is predominantly exertional until 
very high altitudes are reached. 

With increased respiratory rate and depth (hyper-
ventilation), and a decreasing carbon dioxide blood 
level, periodic breathing (Cheyne-Stokes) occurs, 
usually at about 14,000 ft. or when the arterial 
oxygen level drops to 50 to 60 mm. Hg. These 
annoying bouts occur primarily during exertion. 
However, at night when sleep depresses the sensi-
tivity of the respiratory center to the carbon dioxide 
drive, periodic breathing may prevent sound sleep, 
wakefulness occurring during the hyperventilation 
phase. 

Blueness (cyanosis) of the lips and nail beds be-
comes evident during exertion, occurring when the 
hemoglobin saturation drops to about 75%. This 
occurs at about 15,000 ft. There is considerable 
variation in the detection of cyanosis, depending 
on the skin color and thickness. 

Cramp-like pains may occur in extremities where 
circulation is restricted, due to lack of oxygen in 

Table 4—Gaseous Tensions at Altitude 

Altitude 
(feet) 

Barometric 
Pressure 

(Mm of Hg) 

Alveolar 
Water 

Vapor 
Tension 

Barometric 
Pressure 

Minus Water 
Tension 

Oxygen 
Tension Of 

Inspired Air 
(21%) 

Alveolar 
Carbon 
Dioxide 

Tension 

Alveolar 
(Also Arterial) 

Oxygen Tension 

Hemoglobin 
Saturation* 

pH 7.4 
37°C 

0 
(Sealevel) 

5,000 

760.0 

632.3 

47 

47 

713 

585 

150 

123 

40 

37 

110 

86 

98% 

96% 

10,000 522.6 47 476 100 34 66 93% 

14,000 
(Top of Con- 
tinental U.S.) 

17,000 

446.4 

395.3 

47 

47 

399 

348 

84 

73 

31 

29 

53 

44 

87% 

79% 

20,000 
(Top of North 

America) 

23,000 
(Top of South 

America) 

26,000 

349.1 

307.4 

269.8 

47 

47 

47 

302 

260 

223 

63 

55 

47 

78 

16 

24 

35 

29 

23 

67% 

55% 

41% 

29,000 
(Top of World) 

136.0 47 189 40 24 16 25% 
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the muscles. On Mt. McKinley as we approached 
15,000 ft., three of our members experienced pain 
and tingling, originating in the left shoulder and 
radiating down the left arm. Packs were removed 
and an exercise tolerance test performed without 
the packs. Shortness of breath occurred without 
pain under these conditions, indicating that the 
cause probably originated in the muscles from our 
heavy packs, rather than in the heart. 

Physical fatigue and exhaustion occur relatively 
quick with exertion due to inadequate oxygen in the 
tissues. Approaching 23,000 ft. without oxygen 
equipment on Mt. Aconcagua our party required 
ten to fifteen deep breaths between each step. 

In most individuals the cardio-respiratory symp-
toms persist to some extent as altitude is increased, 
but are ameliorated to a large degree by acclimatiza-
tion. Under certain conditions in certain individuals 
the symptoms progress into acute high altitude 
pulmonary edema, a condition characterized by the 
lungs being filled with frothy fluid. 

A review of 410 cases of acute high altitude 
pulmonary edema reveals that the vulnerable alti-
tude in the Himalayas began at 11,000 ft. compared 
to 12,000 ft. in the Peruvian Andes and 8500 ft. in 
the Continental United States. This difference may 
reflect the snowline, the temperature, or possibly 
the type of climbing involved.36  

All the cases reported in the Andes occurred 
within 9 to 36 hours after arrival at high altitude; 
of those in the Himalayas, 65% occurred within 3 
days, 25% 4 to 10 days and 10% 11 to 240 days. 

The factors precipitating high altitude pulmonary 
edema seem to be rapid ascent with inadequate 
acclimatization, intense physical exertion, cold ex-
posure, and individual predisposition. However, 
occasionally it is seen when none of these factors 
seem prominent. 

Onset is characterized by an increasing intensity 
of the usual pulmonary signs of acute mountain 
sickness—an uneasy fatigue, shortness of breath, 
and dry cough—which progress to moist crackling 
breath sounds, bluish skin, and pleurisy. Death may 
ultimately result. A significant fever probably indi-
cates secondary infection. 

Acclimatization to Low Oxygen (Hypoxia) 

Man begins to acclimatize as soon as his body 
experiences the stresses of lowered oxygen. Conse-
quently the initiating altitude depends to some 
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degree on the amount of physical exertion at-
tempted. Some of the body systems acclimatize in 
hours, while other systems require weeks or months 
to adapt. At least four to six months are required 
for maximum acclimatization of man. However, 
regardless of the duration, the sea-level native never 
acquires the exercise tolerance of the high altitude 
native. 

Major System Changes (within hours or days) 

A. Pulmonary 
Increased breathing rate and depth—starts 
immediately 
Increased blood pressure in pulmonary ar-
teries37 38 39  
Increased blood in 1ungs40 41 

Decreased air volume capacity of lungs" 
Increased trapped air in lungs" 
Increased capacity for gaseous inter-
change42 43  

B. Cardiovascular 
Increased heart rate 
Increased volume of blood ejected from the 
heart per minute—above 15,000 ft.4b 
Increased leakage of blood fluid through 
vessel walls into tissues44  
Increased lymphatic flow44  

C. Blood Chemistry 
Decreased oxygen in arteries45  
Decreased carbon dioxide in arteries45 46  
Increased arterial pH (Respiratory Alka-
losis)—early and temporary47 48 49 

D. Blood Elements 
Decreased fluid portion of blood (plasma)50  
Increase in all cellular elements—within 
hours51  
Increase in hemoglobin content—within 
hours51  

E. Red Cell Formation 
Increased iron uptake by intestine within 
hours30  
Increased iron metabolism after 2 hours50  
Increased bone marrow activity—within 
48 hours5° 
Absolute increase in red cells—in about 
8 days52  

F. Urinary System 
Increased urine output53  
Decrease in pH of urine54  



Inter-relation of Major Changes 
While it is desirable to know the changes occur-

ring in each body system, perhaps it is more mean-
ingful to be able to inter-relate the major changes 
which are occurring. 

The low partial pressure of oxygen causes the low 
blood oxygen which is responsible for initiating the 
chain of physiologic events. 

A rapid heart beat is one of the first responses to 
low blood oxygen, and increases as altitude in-
creases.35  It is probably responsible for the increase 
in minute output of the heart above 15,000 ft. How-
ever, after acclimatization of four to seven months 
Pugh55  found the blood expelled by the heart with 
each beat to be decreased. The cardiac output was 
then comparable to sea-level values for a given 
work intensity. 

Increased production of blood begins with an 
increase in the mobilization of iron, necessary for 
the production of hemoglobin, the oxygen carrying 
substance in the red cells. The intestinal iron uptake 
becomes three times the sea-level absorption in 48 
hours. The first absolute increase in red cells is seen 
in about eight days, increasing to a near maximum 
in six to eight weeks.52  The hemoglobin increases 
2 % per day to a near maximum of a 50% increase 
over sea-level in three to four weeks. Wintrobe56  has 
pointed out that following a fatiguing climb to high 
altitude, the response may be much less than usual, 
perhaps owing to destruction of cells during pro-
longed exertion. Hurtado57  and Talbot58  have inde-
pendently observed that when the arterial oxygen 
saturation reaches a value of about 60 to 70%, a 
decrease rather than a further increase in hemo-
globin and red blood cell count eventually occurs. 
This would occur at about 20,000 ft. It would 
appear that very low blood oxygen ultimately inter-
feres with the production of hemoglobin. 

Although there is an increase in all blood cellular 
elements and hemoglobin content within a few 
hours, this has been shown to be a result of the 
decreased blood fluid volume. This concentration of 
the blood occurs as a result of the greatly increased 
fluid losses due to evaporation, and due to the 
lowered oxygen causing increased fluid loss into the 
tissues. 

While it has been suggested on a theoretical basis 
that potassium deficiency may be responsible for 
some of the symptoms of acute mountain sickness59  
potassium supplements provided during mountain-
eering have failed to change the clinical picture.613  

In fact, many foods high in potassium are fre-
quently included in mountaineering diets, e.g.: 
Dried fruit—apricots, currants, dates, figs, peaches, 
prunes, and raisins; Nuts—almonds, Brazil nuts, 
cashews, peanuts, pecans, and walnuts; Cereals 
bran and whole grain; Cocoa and chocolate. 

Low blood oxygen and possibly several other 
factors36  cause a constriction in the small arteries 
of the lungs, enormously increasing the vascular 
resistance. It should be noted that this effect of 
oxygen deficit in the pulmonary circulation is oppo-
site to the effect normally observed in other blood 
vessels, and its cause remains obscure. 

It has been suggested that the high blood pres-
sure in the pulmonary arteries improves the circu-
lation of blood to some lung areas expanded by the 
deep breathing.59  However, this is difficult to under-
stand in view of the pulmonary vessel constriction. 

A breakdown in the normal acclimatization pro-
cess heralds the onset of pulmonary edema. The 
constriction of the small pulmonary arteries in-
creases the oxygen deficit to the smallest pulmonary 
vessels (capillaries) causing capillary permeability 
or leakage. This allows blood and blood fluid 
(plasma) to flow into the air sacs of the lungs, 
further impeding ventilation. A vicious circle re-
sults. Rapid unacclimatized ascent and physical 
exertion increase the oxygen deficit in the blood. 
Heart failure is not a part of the picture.36 6  It 
has been demonstrated in dogs that pulmonary 
edema is aggravated by artery constricting drugs. 
The blood vessel constricting effect of cold may 
simulate this. 

INDIVIDUAL RESISTANCE 
TO ALTITUDE EFFECTS 

For many decades of mountaineering the question 
has been posed "What parameters can be used to 
predict altitude tolerance?" While this question 
still remains unanswered, certain observations be-
come significant. 

Altitude tolerance does not seem to be related to 
body type. Successful mountaineers may be tall or 
short with heavy or light frames, providing of 
course, that obesity is not present. 

Four criteria stand, at least as a starting point, 
for predicting tolerance to altitude effects. These 
are (1) Motivation (2) Experienced knowledge (3) 
Physical condition, and (4) Specific physiology. If 
a reasonable value could be given to each of these 
in proper proportion, perhaps a meaningful measure 
could be elaborated. 
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While motivation is difficult to assess, it unques-
tionably plays an extremely important role in how 
well altitude is tolerated. The interaction of per-
sonalities of team members may bear heavily on 
motivation. 

Experience and knowledge of the stresses of alti-
tude will allow an individual to cope with the 
problems more effectively. A mountaineer who has 
lived at altitudes in excess of 15,000 ft. has learned 
how to evade many of the altitude stresses before 
they become serious problems. 

An individual will tolerate altitude effects better 
if he is in peak physical condition. Resting heart 

rate, the amount of increase during exercise, and  

the rapidity of return to the resting state allows a 
simple measure of physical condition. 

Certainly the physiology of an acclimatized indi-
vidual is better adapted to cope with altitude than 
an unacclimatized individual. However, in addition, 
there is reason to suspect that even in unacclima-
tized people, some are physiologically better able to 
tolerate altitude. Investigators have spent countless 
hours searching for the reasons. Barcroft in 1921-22 
during an Andean Expedition reported that mem-

bers with a high diffusion coefficient of oxygen 
suffered less from mountain sickness than those 
with a low.61  This has subsequently proved of little 
value. 
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Velasquez noted that an increased tolerance of 
blood alkalinity favors tolerance for low oxygen.62  

Investigators reported in 1959 that increased cir-
culating fatty acids cause a decreased oxygen 
capacity and tension in dogs. Ability to rapidly 
metabolize fats was related to altitude tolerance. 
They postulated that the fats coated the red blood 
cells interfering with oxygen transfer.63  Physical 
and emotional stress increase the circulating fatty 
acids, perhaps indicating that stress decreases alti-
tude tolerance. 

SUMMARY 
Increases in altitude present four fairly distinct 

stresses which impinge heavily on the human body.  

These are (1) Decreasing temperature, (2) Increas-
ing ultraviolet radiation, (3) Decreasing barometric 
pressure, and (4) Decreasing partial pressure of 
oxygen. 

The intensification of these stresses by increased 
altitude and the effects on the human body are 
examined. Mechanisms and defects of acclimatiza-
tion are reviewed. Comments on individual resist-
tance to altitude are offered. 
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Sheridan Anderson 

Out of the Midday 

"The brimming self-confidence shown in your let-
ters and elsewhere borders on audacity, and en-
genders in me irritation. . . ." Robbins' words were 
a warning which nagged me as we slunk through 
the last of the scrub's defenses to face the object of 
our desire in the broken dark. 

The aspect shut us up for a while. Sorting gear 
while obedient eyes crawled eighteen hundred feet 
up to the Lost Arrow Spire, the tip of the spear; the 
defiant thrust of the great limb of the Lost Arrow 
Chimney into the upper air. The affair had been 
carried off in one long day on the first free ascent by 
Pratt, but we were to spend a night-out with her, 
my first, not having the push and learned subtlety 
of the valleyman, which opens the secrets of the 
least willing. 

The first long drainpipe crack, at about Very 
Severe (5.6+), flattered our virility; obviously a 
snare, the lift of a casual eyelash. Illusions of at-
tainment at ease were abandoned to extreme climb-
ing in the hammering sun up a shallow crack system 
on poor pinchgrips, and made me long for the cool 
falls of great shadow above our heads where the 
chimneys began to close. The third pitch took us 
over a large `gritstone' overhang to the 'Horseman's 
Ledge,' before the 'Safety Valve', a squeeze chim-
ney which once it allowed admission would not 
admit of return. It had taken us some four hours to 
reach this point, a bad beginning and omen for the 
harder pitches above where my inefficient hauling 
and pedagogical belaying were to lose us hours. It 
was the most strenuous pitch that I have ever done 
due to a technique born of panic; I am not a strong 
swimmer. Schneider, the young American with 
whom I had teamed up for the climb, led through 
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Sun: The Lost Arrow Chimney 

By Ed Ward Drummond 

on what looked like an innocuous pitch. All that 
was innocuous was my sense of scale after the con-
fines of the intestinal hole. 

A frog leaping downhill with easy indifference to 
the world of exposure lapping below us. Tiny, mock-
ing my gigantic effort in the skin-tearing jam crack 
where for the first time I seriously doubted my 
ability to free climb the whole route; if it got any 
harder. . . . Below on a lower pitch, I had stopped 
my hammer from driving a peg into a tiny frog, 
occupying the gloom of a convenient crack. The 
strangeness of the climb, myself a stranger here with 
a stranger, made me respect a life that in its insecur-
ity of lodgement seemed my own. Schneider seemed 
inspired by the difficulties of the crack that I had 
led, in spite of his prusik up it, to lead through on 
a fifteen-foot-wide chimney and in the cold twilight 
find only the second adequate ledge of our f outeen-
hour day. Seconding revived me to lead through 
after a rapid pendulum, to bivouac as high as 
possible, and I was relieved at a long, easy-angled 
chimney stuck with overhanging chockstones. 

The chimney gathers the winds to it at night and 
without a half-sac my duvet was insufficient to 
bring sleep for long. Absurd sounds of empty clat-
tering cans below amused us before sleep came. 

The day was only four pitches in length to the 
groin of the Lost Arrow Spire with the trunk of the 
chimney where we were to meet Josephine, my 
wife, with friends who were to leave prusik lines 
from here, 'The Notch,' as is usual to avoid the 
final artificial wall. These pitches took me all day 
to lead. 

The third was very hard, too hard for me at the 
time, but I had to do it or be faced with a next day  

of rappels and days of shame. On the first fifteen 
feet of the pitch I had used some aid; tired, cold, 
and scared. Halfway up the pitch I was aware of a 
further seventy feet of air up which, against my 
gravity and fear, I had to move. Up the lips of this 
repudiating gargoyle I had to squeeze myself with 
cross-pressure between my knees and heels, and 
downward pointing palms. My puffed and bloody 
knees, ripe from the night, softly exploded in crim-
son berries on my dirty trouserless legs. If you are 
thrown overboard with your wrists and ankles tied, 
still you will try to swim. I went inside the black-
ness of the mouth and waited. Nothing would hap-
pen; I had to make it so I risked the flare again 
with fifty clear feet of air below. A nasty house to 
fall off. Back I go. Look around. At the top of the 
chimney a nest of stones. I caved up the back and 
succeeded in threading these together. Less worried 
now I descended and climbed up the spouting flare 
from the outside, protected from above. A dead 
mouse unwrapped itself in my slings as I climbed, 
lifted by the able wind that snatched my hair on 
end as well. No matter, not even that spectre mir-
rored me because I was succeeding. A few feet 
higher I had to remove my chest harness and retie 
at my waist as the chimney was too narrow to 
admit me, corset and all. 

That day and that climb ended one pitch above; 
the alley of my inexperience ringing with my shout-
ing American friend, shouting at my slowness, teach-
ing me. But the prusik lines promised an end and, 
for a while, I forgot myself and just screamed back, 
as virtuous as a god. 
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Modern rock climbing is a complicated business. 
It, along with innumerable other aspects of our age, 
becomes steadily more sophisticated, complex, and 
confusing. And especially in its artificial or direct-
aid branch, it is peculiarly given to gadgetry. 
Indeed, so is greater mountaineering, for have not 
the outstanding achievements of modern mountain-
eering been due, not to greater efforts or ability, 
but primarily to better equipment? It is no discredit 
to Hillary and Norgay to surmise that with oxygen 
Mallory probably would have made the summit of 
Everest. This is not to say that there have not been 
efforts of spirit in modern mountaineering equal to 
any in the past, but that the reason we climb higher 
peaks andharder walls today is primarily technology. 

Technology has its place in rock climbing as well 
as mountaineering, as long as it is kept subordinate 
to the essential spirit of adventure in the sport. We 
almost have now the technological means to over-
come all climbing problems. Self-restraint is neces- 

HAULING ETRIER—Weight applied to this sling 
pulls bag up on other side of pulley. 

HAULING ASCENDER. 
PULLEY—Not absolutely necessary. A carabiner 

will do, but is less efficient. 
PiToN—For holding breaking ascender. Not abso-

lutely necessary. One can use a single piton for holding 
the pulley as well as the braking ascender. 

BRAKING ASCENDER—Used in reversed position 
to prevent bag from slipping back while the hauling 
ascender is being re-positioned. 

PITON to keep braking ascender from moving 
upward. 

NOTE —When the bag is up, it can simply hang from 
the braking ascender until the next leader is ready to 
haul. But the load should be secured by tying off the 
hauling line to a piton. 
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.ON TECHNIQUE 
By Royal Robbins 

sary to keep the "sport" in the sport. There is no 
question but that suction cups are coming. The 
only question is, shall we use them? That is up to 
the individual, just as it is up to the individual 
when and where to use the techniques described in 
this article and others to follow. 

This is one of a group of articles on the technical 
aspects of modern rock climbing, A to Z. However, 
this, the first of the series, is concerned with some 
rather advanced, specialized techniques—more to-
ward the zeta than the alpha in the lexicon of rock-
craft. This is due to many requests I have received 
for just this information. The other techniques will 
be discussed in due course. 

The Yosemite Hauling Method And The 
Yosemite Seconding Method 

As you will see, these two techniques are closely 
related. Both are part of what we call the Yosemite 
Method of Artificial Climbing. 

In climbing a big rock wall, one is faced with a 
variety of problems. For example—logistics: keep-
ing the party supplied with food, water, and equip-
ment. In Yosemite and elsewhere logistics has long 
been one of the more depressing difficulties in 
climbing big walls. Hauling a 40- or 50-pound bag 
hand over hand is exhausting, and prusiking with 
such a load scarcely better. In the early 1960's we 
were contemplating rock climbs which would re-
quire carrying more weight than ever before. With 
the agonies of load hauling on previous walls deeply 
embedded upon my mind, and with the prospect of 
even worse to come on the North America Wall, 
my brain started buzzing on alternative means of 
getting the bags up. It first occurred to me that a 
human body descending on one side of a simple 
pulley would easily raise a load of 60 pounds on the 
other. This was impractical, but the bizarre idea 
led to a more workable scheme first used by Glen  

Denny and me on a reconnaissance of the North 
America Wall. Shortly after, Tom Frost and I used 
it on the second ascent of El Capitan's Dihedral 
Wall. 

The principle of the Yosemite Hauling Method is 
simply to use one's body weight and leg power to 
bring up the sack. This is done by passing the rope 
tied to the bag through a simple pulley (or cara-
biner) and stepping in aid sling (etrier, pronounced 
"a-tree-a") attached to that rope on the other side 
of the pulley. The etrier can be attached by a prusik 
knot, but a Jiimar (a mechanical device for climbing 
ropes) works better. When the sack has come up a 
foot or two, the Jiimar can be slid up the rope and the 
process repeated. Of course, each time the pack is 
raised it must be held in place while the hauling 
Jiimar is re-adjusted. This is done by having another 
Jiimar placed upside down on the rope on the other 
side of the pulley. This Jiimar is fixed in place by 
pitons above and below. The hauling line easily 
runs through it in the pulling direction, but when 
pressure is released on the hauling etrier, the re-
versed Jiimar clamps down and holds the load. 

That is the skeleton of the method. Variations 
and adjustments can be made according to one's 
situation, that is, whether one is in a hanging belay 
or on a ledge, and what piton cracks are available 
and where. If one does not have a piton crack 
below, from which to hold the reversed Jumar fixed, 
it can be held in place by suspending from it weight 
such as the day pack or a load of hardware. 

The Yosemite Hauling Method is not exhausting, 
but it is slow. Fortunately, the second man need not 
wait until the gear is completely hauled up before 
starting to clean the pitch. As soon as the leader 
has started to haul the sack, the second, using 
ascenders, can start up the climbing rope (now fixed 
at the upper stance). When he comes to a piton, he 
removes the top ascender from the rope and places 
it above the piton. Then, putting his weight on the 
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top ascender, he can take the climbing rope from 
the carabiner and proceed with de-pitoning the 
pitch. It may sometimes be necessary (as for ex-
ample when traversing) to remove one's body 
weight from the rope by using the etriers on the 
pitons instead of attached to the ascenders. In this 
case the ascenders function as protection only, and 
are not used for progress. 

By using the Yosemite Hauling Method the sec-
ond man can be cleaning a pitch while the first is 
pulling the bag by a slow but energy-saving method. 
Thus both energy and time can be saved. And thus 
we stumbled upon the Yosemite Seconding Method 
as a way to avoid losing time using the Hauling 
Method. It has since become clear that cleaning a 
pitch with ascenders is faster than being belayed, 
anyway. 

A few things should be said about seconding a 
pitch with ascenders. In the first place, the anchors 

at the end of the pitch must be absolutely bomb-
proof. This should be so in any case, but especially 
when two men (or more) are hanging from them 
and a heavy bag is being hauled at the same time. 
I always use at least three very solid pitons (or 
trees, horns, or nuts if good slots are available).  

I fix the climbing rope from the lower pin and belay 
it to the middle one and suspend myself from the 
middle one with a belay from the upper. This way 
everything is tied together so that if any one safety 
point fails there are always two to back it up. In 
addition, it is useful to have a fourth piton above 
the others to enable the leader to start more easily 
on the next pitch. 

One must be cautious using Jamars. There have 
been some nasty accidents and near accidents with 
them (see Summit, October, 1968). One must be 
certain that the safety triggers on the clamps are 
always on full safety position. Be especially careful 

when placing the Jiimars onto a diagonal rope. 
Unless the shaft of the Jiimar is parallel to the rope, 
the trigger may be prevented from springing into 

place. And avoid diagonal prusiks. It is best to let 
oneself out on a second rope until one can prusik 
vertically. What happens on a diagonal prusik is 
not that the Jiimars slip off the rope, but that be-

cause of the twisting of the rope, one is sometimes 

forced to remove one or the other Jiimar occasion-
ally to overcome the twist; and it's replacing the 

Jiimar on the diagonal rope where the problems 
with the safety catch occur. 
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Two other things bear watching. Regularly in-
spect the slings attaching oneself and one's etriers 
to the Jiimars. They may become abraded, or cut 
on the sharp Jumar corners. And when the Jiimar 
teeth become dull, replace. 

Presently, there are four variations of mechanical 
ascenders on the market. The original is the Jiimar, 
a highly efficient but expensive German invention, 
available in many mountaineering shops in the 
United States. Another is the MLG ascender, an 
American product which, I am told, closely re-
sembles the Jiimar, but is less expensive. Informa-
tion on them can be obtained from the manufacturer, 
Bill Roloff, 1327 Dixieanne Avenue, Sacramento, 
California 95815. Yet another is French made, and 
is reported to be similar but in some ways superior, 
to the Jiimar. The Hiebler is an ascender designed 
by the well-known German mountaineer and au-
thor. This device works on a different principle 
from the Jiimar. Instead of biting the rope, it bends 
it. It's less efficient than a Jiimar, but also less 
expensive, smaller, and a potential life-saver on an 
iced-up rope where a Jiimar-type device will slip. 

In closing may I take the liberty of saying that 
the technical methods above were designed for  

overcoming large rock walls with continuous arti-
ficial climbing. They are less useful, and I have 
found them much less satisfying, on shorter walls, 
or routes where there is much free climbing, for then 
the second man misses half the meat of the route. 
This again is up to you, the individual climber. So 
good choosing, and good climbing! 
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Reviewing... 
HYPOTHERMIA: Killer of the Unprepared. 
Theodore G. Lathrop, M.D. The Mazamas, 75c 

Hypothermia is a new name given to an old 
nemesis of motintaineers —exposure. Many recent 
northwest tragedies are attributable to hypothermia, 
including the recent and needless death of a 15-year-
old boy on Cougar Mountain, Washington, within 
actual sight during daylight of housing, a pasture 
and a road. 

The booklet, in 11 pages, interestingly outlines 
the minimum information that all hikers and climb-
ers should know for their own and for their party's 
safety. It is well illustrated and contains a wind-
chill chart. 

The booklet attributes last year's Mt. McKinley 
tragedy (Wilcox Party) to hypothermia. Though 
hypothermia was probably the immediate cause of 
death, the reviewer suggests that this is stretching 
the point considerably. 

The book has suggested "another member of the 
party who has stripped down to his underclothing" 
get in a sleeping bag with the victim of hypothermia. 
Heat transfer bare skin to bare skin is faster and an 
accepted rescue technique, blushes not withstanding. 

The pamphlet is well worth the reading and an 
addition to mountaineering medicine on the climb-
er's bookshelf. 

—Philip Stern 
NORTHWEST SKI TRAILS. Text by Ted 
Mueller, photos by Bob and Ira Spring, maps 
by Marge Mueller. 224 pages, 115 photos, 74 
maps, 10 illustrations. $4.95. The Mountain-
eers: P. 0. Box 122, Seattle, Washington 98111 

This guide to the ski areas of the Pacific North-
west describes and pictures the many commercial 
and resort areas, and it also lures you away from 
loud-speakered yodels and lift lines to the untouched 
white magic of snow slopes reachable only by ski 
touring. 

"Northwest Ski Trails" covers some 60 "trails" 
in Washington, Oregon and British Columbia, in-
cluding 20 commercial areas and 41 ski tours. Areas 
range from tiny Hurricane Ridge on the Threshold 
of the Olympics, through the ski-rinks of Sno-
qualmie Pass, to Garibaldi's Whistler Mountain, 
proposed site of the 1976 Winter Olympics. 

Tours range from jaunts up snowbound logging 
roads, suitable for first-time tourers, through ex-
cursions away from the packed slopes into adjacent 
fresh snow, to overnight glacier trips appealing to 
the winter mountaineer. A special 20-page section 
gives the skier a basic introduction to the equip-
ment, techniques and hazards peculiar to ski touring. 

Each ski area is shown in one or more photo-
graphs, its facilities described and also shown on a 
sketch map. For the tours, information on direc-
tions, times, elevations, points of interest, ava-
lanche hazards, etc. are also given. 
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6206—Hiker 
G rey Rough Out leather 
upper, scree top. 

7560—Directicima 
Rockclimber. Split 
cowhide upper, 
double toe. 

6276—Whitney 
Natural Rough Out 
leather upper, speed 
lacing. 

Voyageurs go whore the 

ALASKA 

Anchorage—Seaman's Sport Shop 
Fairbanks—Martin A. Pinska 

ARIZONA 

Phoenix—Healy's Quality Shoes 
High Adventure Headquarters 

Scottsdale—Crehan's Red Wing Shoes 
Tucson—Carmichael's Sporting Goods 

CALIFORNIA 

Anaheim—Trail Design Inc. 
Arcata—Plaza Shoe Shop 
Artesia—Leach's Sporting Goods 
Bakersfield—Williams Shoes 
Berkeley—Harberts Brothers 

North Face 
Sierra Designs 
The Ski Hut 

Carmichael—Metro Army & Navy 
Concord—Diablo Sport Shop 
Davis—Sierra North Sports 
Fresno—Alpine Sport Shop 

Herb Bauer Sporting Goods 
Gardena—West Ridge Mountaineering 
Glendale—Kelty Al Manufacturing Co. 
Hollywood—Hollywood Sptg. Goods 
Inglewood—Jonas Ski Chalet 
La Canada—Sport Chalet 
Lakewood—Lakewood Center S. G. 
Long Beach—Lorries Sporting Goods  

Los Angeles—Quality Shoe Service 
The Famous 
West Ridge Mountain 

Mammoth Lakes—Doug Kittredge Sp. 
Menlo Park—Shreves Sport Shop 
Mill Valley—Stan's for Sports Inc. 
Mt. Shasta—House of Ski 
Mountain View—P.D. Enterprises Co. 

Orinda—North Face 
Palo Alto—Smith's Shop 

North Face 
Stanford Sport Shop 

Pasadena—Alta Sport Shop 

Pomona —Beamon's 

Pt. Richmond—Sierra Designs 

Redondo Beach—Pat's Ski & Sport 

Redwood City—Larry Dahle Shoes 

Riverside—Highland Outfitters 

Sacramento—Alpenhaus Ski Shop 
Arden Sports Unlimited 
Sports Unlimited 
Paul Wagner Shoe 

San Diego—San Diego Ski Chalet 
Stan Andrews Sporting Goods 
Walt's Red Wing Shoes 

San Francisco—G & M Sales 
Bob's Northgate Sporting 
Larry Dahle Shoes 
Marina Ski Shop 
The Mountain Shop 
North Face  

San Jose—Becks Shoe Store 
Mel Cottons Inc. 
Freeman Sport Center 

San Mateo—Ellington Sport Shop 
San Rafael—Stan's for Sports Inc. 
Santa Ana—Neals 
Santa Barbara—All American Sptg. G. 
Santa Monica—Tex's Sporting Goods 
Santa Rosa—J. Cuneo Sport Shop 
Stockton—George's Shoe Store 
Tarzana—L A Mountaineer 
Torrance—Ski Racquet 
Sunland—Shawnee Sports Center 
Sunnyvale—Becks Red Wing Shoes 

COLORADO 

Aspen—Aspen Sports Inc. 
Bullocks Department Store 

Boulder—Alpine Haus Inc. 
Arapahoe Sports Inc. 
Holubar 
Holubar Mountaineer 
Mountain Sports Limited 
Shoe Shack 

Breckenridge—Norway Haus 
Colorado Springs—Mountain Chalet 
Denver—Andel's Pro Ski Shop 

Christy Sports Inc. 
Colorado Outdoor Sports 
Colorado Shoe Company 
Dave Cook Sporting Goods 
Mitch's Red Wing Shoe  

Mountain Sports Limited 
Ski Inc. 
Sports International 
World of Leisure Inc. 

Durango—Hogan's Shoes 
Estes Park—Western Brands 
Ft. Collins—The Sport Shop 

Wilderness Outfitter 
Glenwood Springs—Bowles Bootery 
Granby—Granby Trading Post 
Grand Junction—Champ. Bts. & Sad. 
G unnison —Carroll's Shoe Store 
Pueblo—Budd's Mens Shop 
Vail—Vail Blanche 

CONNECTICUT 

Berlin—Mickey Finn Stores 
Darien—Darien Sport Shop 
New Canaan—Bob's Sport Shop 
Norwalk—B & G Sales Company 
Trumbull—Mooney's Inc. 
Wilton—The Ski Hut Inc. 

IDAHO 

Boise—Greenwoods Ski Haus 
Idaho Falls—Hudsons Shoe Store 
Ketchum—Sturtevant Sun Valley 
Sun Valley—Pete Lane's 

INDIANA 

Zionsville—Country Camping Store 



BOOTS 

mammy 

A Division of the 
Red Wing Shoe Company 

113 Main Street, 
Red Wing, Minn. 55066 

action is. The rugged mountaineering boots that are fit for American feet. 
That's what Voyageurs are all about. They're made on 

• American lasts, to American standards, to fit American feet. And 
if you're a mountaineer, you'll appreciate the comfort. Special 
features include: padded tongue and ankle, stretch scree top, 
satin-smooth leather lining, lug sole and heel. 
Add it all up and that's Voyageur boots. Crafted for getting away 
from the everyday in rough and ready comfort. Try on a pair 
at your dealer—feel the difference. 

MAINE 

Lewiston—Lamey-Wellehan 

MARYLAND 

Baltimore—H & H Surplus 
Silver Spring—Matterhorn Inc. 
Wheaton—Matterhorn Inc. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Boston—Eastern Mountain Sports Inc. 

MICHIGAN 

Grand Rapids—Bill & Paul's Sporthaus 
Lansing—Bill & Paul's Sporthaus 

Sportland Inc. 

MINNESOTA 

Minneapolis—Hoigaard's Inc. 
Sports World Inc. 

Robbinsdale—Red Wing Shoe Store 
St. Paul—Ski Haus 

NEVADA 

Las Vegas—Highland Outfitting 
Reno—Red Wing Shoes 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

Hanover—Dartmouth Coop Soc. 

NEW JERSEY 

Red Bank—Kislin's 
Scotch Plains—Bowcraft Ski Archery 
Trenton—Capital Sporting Goods 
Paramus—Herman's 

NEW MEXICO 

Albuquerque—H. Cook's 
H. Cook Sporting Goods 
Cook Sporting Goods 
Mariano's Shoe Store 
Red Wing Shoe Store 

Los Alamos—Tianos Shoes 
Santa Fe—Tiano Sporting Goods 

NEW YORK 

Long Island—Babylon Sport Center 
Haverstraw—Matt's 
Huntington—The Campsite 
New York—Camp & Trail Outfit 

Herman's 
Paragon Sporting Goods Company 

Poughkeepsie—Ski & Sport Shop 
Tarrytown—Camper Center 

NORTH CAROLINA 

Wingate—Wingate Outing Club 

OHIO 

Cleveland—Adler's  

OREGON 

Portland—Alpine Hut Inc. 
Cloud Cap Chalet 
Howell Sport Center 
Reliable Shoe Store 

Salem—Anderson Sporting Goods 

SOUTH DAKOTA 

Rapid City—Red Wing Shoes 

TEXAS 

San Angelo—B & B Trading Co. 
San Antonio— Potchernicks 

Straus-Frank Company 
Waco—Cogdell's 

UTAH 

Brighton—Brighton Village 
Woodhaus Inc. 

Logan—Alpine Valley Shop 
The Sportsman 

Ogden—Ogden Mountaineer 
Perkins Limited 

Provo—Provo Mountaineer 
Village Sports Inn 
L A Mountaineer 
Ogden Mountaineer 

Salt Lake City—Provo Mountaineer 
Salt Lake Mountaineer 
Timberline Sports  

WASHINGTON 

Bellevue—Buzz Fiorini Skihaus 
Longview—Spike's Sport Shop 
Lynden—Lynden's Shoe Store 
Mt. Vernon—Bob's Sport Shop 
Richland—B B & M Inc. 
Seattle—Alpine Hut Inc. 

Don's Sporting Goods 
Osborn & Ulland Inc. 
Recreational Equipment 
Red Wing Shoe Store 

Spokane—Bavarian Ski Haus 
Spokane Dry Goods 

Tacoma—Whittaker's Chalet 
Alpine Hut Inc. 

Walla Walla—Pete's Sport Shop 
Wenatchee—Alpine Hut Inc. 

WISCONSIN 

Beloit—John Prutzrnan 
Madison—Petries Sport 
Milwaukee—Laacke & Joy's Co. 
Wausau—Shepherd & Schaller 

WYOMING 

Jackson—Jackson Sporting Goods 
Powderhorn Mountain 

Laramie—Cadwell's Shoe Mart 



MOUNT OLYMPUS 

This is a detail of the painting shown below. 

It was painted for those who 
love the high country 

for all that it is. 
It was painted for those who 
love the small components 

of the mountain land— 
and not just the crags and glaciers. 

It was painted to honor the 
lupine, bear grass and painted cup, 

and the clouds that satisfy their thirst. 

A full color 30 X 28 inch reproduction 

of Richard Pargeter's painting, "Mount Olympus': 

is currently available. The price is $6.00. 

RICHARD A. PARGETER 

27241 - 122 AVE. S.E. 

KENT, WASHINGTON 98031 

MOUNTAIN SAFETY RESEARCH, Inc. 
MOUNTAIN SAFETY RESEARCH is de-

voted to improving the safety of mountaineering. 
It started as a testing organization attempting 
to determine the reason for failure in use of 
several climbing ropes. It then continued into 
design and manufacture of equipment which 
was either not available in adequate strength 
or not at all. 

Extensive testing work has already been done 
by MSR on climbing ropes, knots, slings, body 
harnesses, carabiners, pitons, jam nuts, storm 
shelter tubes, carabiners and brake bars, rescue 
pulleys, ice axe guards, ice axe handles, energy-
absorbing devices (Auto-Belayer), new rope-use 
techniques, and skiing spiral-fracture prevention. 

The product of this research will appear in two 
forms: articles on various phases of the work, 
such as body harnesses, strength rating of ropes, 
new knots, knot security and strength, slow and 
dynamic characteristics of ropes, fall - energy 
absorbing devices, peak forces in falls, and sim-
ilar; manufactured products which fill gaps in 
presently available supply, such as breathing 
regenerator, Auto-Belayer, unbreakable ice axes, 
high-strength cabled Bi-Chocks and Tr-Chocks, 
piton removal cables, larger ice screws and pick-
ets, igloo tools, body harnesses, and more flexible 
kernmantle ropes. Some purchased items will 
also be offered, such as Cassin high-strength 
carabiners, to round out the line. 

SEND SELF-ADDRESSED, STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR CATALOG. 

Mountain Safety Research, Inc. 
631 SOUTH 96TH STREET 
SEATTLE, WASH. 98108 MSR 
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Footgear in Command! 

DUNHAM'S 

CONTINENTAL 
TYROLEANS® 
The boot in demand by action men! DUNHAM'S CON-
TINENTAL TYROLEANS are crafted in Italy to take on all 
challenges! Supple, water-repellent bronzo leather uppers, 
soft leather linings, deep cushion insoles and rugged 
Vibram outsoles give you the comfort you want . . . the 
footing you need! In a wide range of specialized styles 
for climbing, hiking and camping, there's a CONTINENTAL 
TYROLEANS boot to fit your foot for all outdoors. 

BRATTLEBORO, VERMONT 05301 

Dunham's Continental Tyroleans®  are 
available at fine outfitters every-
where. If your area is not included 
below, please write for name of near-
est dealer. 

ALASKA 
Anchorage  Craig's Family Footwear 
Anchorage  Finley's 
Anchorage  Hub Clothing 
Anchorage  Hudson Shoe Store 
Anchorage  The Sports Chalet 
Fairbanks  Carr's Clothing Store 
Fairbanks  Frontier Sporting Goods 
Juneau  Skinner's Gun Shop 
Mt. View  Mt. View Sports Center 
Soldatna  Woodford's 

CALIFORNIA 
Anaheim  Trail Design 
Bakersfield  Vincent's 
Encino  Hollywood Sporting Goods 
Fresno  Herb Bauer Sporting Goods 
Glendale  Kelty Pack, Inc. 
Hollywood . Hollywood Sporting Goods 
Inglewood  Hollywood Sporting Goods 
Inglewood  Jonas Ski & Hike Chalet 
Lancaster  Gordon's Sporting Goods 
Los Angeles  Alpine Ski & Sports 
Los Angeles  United Sptg. Goods 
Mammoth Lakes 

Doug Kittridge Spts. Shop 
No. Hollywood  United Sptg. Goods 
Oakland  Kelly's 
Pasadena  Hollywood Sptg. Goods 
Pleasant Hills  The Sports Chalet 
Redondo Beach . . Pat's Ski & Spt. Shop 
Riverside  Highland Outfitters 
San Bernardino .. Skyline Trail Outfitters 
San Francisco  Abercrombie & Fitch 
San Francisco  Roos/Atkins 
San Francisco  The Smilie Company 

COLORADO 
Buena Vista  Hi Rocky Store 
Gunnison  Carrol's Shoes 

IDAHO 
Boise  The Bazaar 
Idaho Falls  Buky's Village 
Idaho Falls  The Mart 
Ketchum  Sturtevant of Sun Valley 
Payette  Davis Shoes 
Pocatello  Sunset Sporting Goods 
Sun Valley . Pete Lane's General Store 

ILLINOIS 
Chicago  Abercrombie & Fitch 

MICHIGAN 
Grand Rapids . Bill & Paul's Sporthaus 
Lansing  The Sporthaus of Lansing 

MINNESOTA 
Minneapolis  Hoigaard's 

NEVADA 
Reno  Mt. Rose Sporting Goods 

NEW MEXICO 
Albuquerque  H. Cook Sporting Goods 
Los Alamos  Thunderbird Shoe Store 

NEW YORK 
New York City  Abercrombie & Fitch 

OHIO 
Cincinnati Ed Brendamour Sptg. Goods 
Columbus  F & R Lazarus 
Dayton  Rike-Kumler 

OR 
Portland  Norm Thompson Outfitters 
Salem  Anderson's Sporting Goods 

UTAH 
Bountiful  Andersen Shoes 
Ogden  Modern Shoe Clinic 
Ogden  Sunset Sporting Goods 
Roy  Sunset Sporting Goods 
Salt Lake City Stevens-Brown Sptg. Gds. 
Salt Lake City  Wolfe's 
Salt Lake City  Z. C. M. I. 
Salt Lake City  Zinik Sporting Goods 

WASHINGTON 
Seattle  Bauer Expedition Outfitters 
Seattle  Ernst Hardware 
Seattle  Osborn & Ulland 
Seattle  Seattle Sporting Goods 
Tacoma  Ernst Hardware 

WISCONSIN 
Madison  Petrie Sporting Goods 
Milwaukee  Laacke & Joys 
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$19.95 

0 DOLT 

GOLDEN "GREENIES"TM 
KLETTERSHUHE 
AND 
LIGHTWEIGHT HIKING BOOT 

FEATURES: 

SUPER KLETTER LUG SOLE — the best there is 

GUARANTEED CEMENTING OF LUG AND MID-SOLE 

ONE PIECE UPPER nearly scree proof 

BONDED STRETCH-PROOF LINING 

"D" RING LACING 

LIGHTWEIGHT 

COMBINATION LAST HAVING NARROW HEEL 
FOR BEST FIT 

PADDED INNER TONGUE 

E.B. SUPER GRATTON 
EB's ARE A FANTASTIC HIGH PERFORMANCE 

SKIN TIGHT BOOTIE FOR 
TECHNICAL ROCK EXPERTS 

EB's ARE THE BEST OF THEIR CLASS 
GIVING YOU A FEEL ON ROCK YOU 
HAVE NEVER FELT. SUPERIOR 
IN JAMMING, FRICTION ING, 
AND SMALL HOLDS, TOO. 

$24.50 
COMPLETELY HAND-MADE 

ASK FOR "GREENIES OR EB's" AT YOUR 

LOCAL MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT STORE 



"55.1Mili61111M1 

Trail Chef 

Trail Chef 
1109 S. Wall Street, Los Angeles, Calif. 90015 

Name  

Address 

City  State Zip 

SEND FOR A FREE COLOR BROCHURE & MENU LIST: 

Trail Chef 
The NEW heavy favorite in light weight foods! 

After two years of research, testing 
and nutrition studies, TRAIL CHEF 
convenience foods for outdoor 
enthusiasts have arrived! 

Our modern test kitchens have 
removed the weight, water and work 
... only the fun and flavor have been 
left for you!! 

TRAIL CHEF now offers a complete 
selection of all your old favorites for  

tasty meals at the summit or the 
shore ... PLUS exciting new main 
dishes with gourmet quality. 

Now, for the first time, really gen-
erous servings of flavorful freeze-
dried and kitchen-quality foods may 
be yours. TRAIL CHEF offers the 
world's finest ingredients packed in 
tough, durable poly pouches, at 
supermarket prices. 
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Cf11.4wwith a reputation for RELIABILITY 

The perfectly balanced 

cflui, 
 

25 oz. Rock Climber 

Piton 
Hammer 

Drop forged chrome-
moly steel head 

111/4" shaft — 
for extra reach 

Thick-wall, heat treated 
chrome-moly tubing 

Shock absorbing 
rubber grip 

Other sizes and 
weights available 

Superb in function and quality 

41011.5
1, MAL 

t""lur 
All Metal 

Ice Axe 
Head is forged chrome-
moly steel, machined, 
tempered and 
sharpened 

I Curved adz with deep, 
thin chisel point pick 

Aluminum shaft coated 
with epoxy finish 

Easily replaceable 
chrome-moly spike 

Lengths: 20", 24", 32", 
34", 36", 38", 40" 

Al! CMi products are unconditionally guaranteed against 
breakage for one full year after date of purchase. 

At all better dealers. Write for catalog of rock 
climbers equipment. 

 

5800 East Jewell Ave. • Denver, Colorado 80222 
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se /t 0 0 0 

Yosemite Climbing Regulations 

A new procedure for signing out for climbs 

has been instituted in Yosemite Valley. We 

wrote Chief Ranger Claude McClain a letter 

of inquiry and received an informative reply 

from which we excerpt the following: 

"Briefly, it is no more than a modification 

of the old system. No regulations regarding 

registration exist. It is entirely a volun-

tary service which we think benefits the 

climber as well as the National Park 

Service. 

"The system has been modified for a 

number of reasons: to better provide the 

climber with weather and climbing condi-

tions; to inform the climbers of those routes 

currently occupied; and to provide the park 

rangers involved in search and rescue with 

a constant visual picture of who is where 

and when they will be down. 

"Just inside the door of the Ranger Of-

fice attached to the Visitor Center is a 

large board divided into several segments 

representing geographic segments of the  

Valley and outlying popular climbing areas. 

The most popular climbs are labelled with-

in each segment. 
"If the climber has not already filled out 

a registration card he is asked to do so. If 

he has, it is pulled from the files and his 

projected climb entered on the back. If 

several people are going along, the cards 

are clipped together and hung on a small 

screw hook on the board. The hook chosen, 

of course, will be that which most accur-

ately displays the location of the climb. 

"The Ranger Office used is the park com-

munications center. In addition to being 

conveniently located for climbers, the dis-

patcher on duty can immediately alert res-

cue personnel when necessary and during 

an operation serves as a communications 

coordinator and recorder of information mon-

itored from the park radio network." 

This system has advantages for climbers 

other than those mentioned above. They 

are: (1) It provides an excellent statistical 

log of yearly climbing in the Valley, as 

well as a record of first ascents, etc., for  

the edification of anyone wishing to keep 

track of what's going on in Valley climb-

ing. (2) It provides evidence of the NUM-

BERS of climbers using the unique rock 

climbing playground that is Yosemite. This 

evidence will help support appeals for a 

special campground for climbers, and ex-

tensions to them of the camping limit. (3) 

Signing out and in is much easier than 

before because it is not necessary to fill 

out the peripheral data carried on the regi-

stration card each time. 

As this reasonable, non-coercive arrange-

ment benefits climbers as well as the Park 

Service, and as cooperating in it will aid 

climber/Park Service relations, it deserves 

our support. Of course, some climbers will 

react to being "registered." We sympathize 

with that reaction, but fear the days of 

laissez-faire climbing in Yosemite are end-

ing. There are just too many people. In the 

even more crowded future, cooperation be-

tween climbers and the Park Service is the 

best way to assure cragsmen the maximum 

freedom in the growing city of Yosemite. 

NEW BISHOP TENTS 
pick your price, 

pick your features 

Each tent is 5' x 7', can sleep three. 

BISHOP Camp-Rite Tent $49.50. 
Aluminum A frame with canted ends 
for extra room. Waterproof cotton 
poplin catenary cut to eliminate 
wrinkles and sagging. 

Weight: 9 lbs. 4 oz. Tent 

BISHOP Pack-Lite Tent $99.50. Same 
basic design as Camp-Rite, except 
made from lightweight rip-stop Ny-
lon. Price includes totally water-
proof fitted fly. 

Weight: 7 lbs. 8 oz. Tent/Fly 

BISHOP Ultimate Tent $179.00. Fea-
tures exo-skeletal Blanchard-de-
signed frame. Nearly vertical walls. 
Many sophisticated features. Same 
basic tent used on American Ever-
est Expedition. Price includes wa-
terproof fitted fly. 

Weight: 9 lbs. 3 oz. Tent/Fly 
Available without fly for $119.50. 

Write for free brochure nod complete specifica-

tions. Mention which tent you're interested in. 

BISHOP'S ULTIMATE OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT 

Dept. 14, 6804 Millwood Road 
Bethesda, Maryland 20034 
Telephone: 301-652-0156 



FOR ALL 
OUTDOORSM EN! 

MILLER MITS 
Ingenious new rainstormproof mitts in 
abrasion resistant and proofed wool. Al-
though designed for rock climbers, they 
are widely used by other sportsmen in-
cluding golfers, etc. 
S, IVI, L. Wt. 4 oz $4.95 
These are only one of the many specialty 
items in our new 1969 catalog (free on 
request). We are manufacturers and im-
porters of a complete line of equipment 
for climbers, hikers, cyclists, canoeists 
and all outdoorsmen. 

930 Ford St., 
Ogdensburg, N.Y. 

13669 

BLACKS 

YOSEMITE? 
Whether beginner or advanced, you will be better prepared for the 
world's most demanding rock climbing area after a course in 

ROCKCRAF T 
THE ROYAL ROBBINS SCHOOL OF ROCK CLIMBING 

Four 5-day sessions designed to help you climb more competently 
and more safely anywhere: 

June 2-6, 9-13 August 25-29 September 1 -5 

Located by a 600-foot cliff of excellent rock: 
Lovers Leap, California 

Information: 

ROCKCRAFT 
906 Durant, Modesto, Calif. 95354 

Guide Service available to Yosemite or elsewhere 

FitzRoy 

FitzRoy ("Cerro Fitzroy" according to 
E. E. Shipton is a giant tooth of granite 
preeminent among a group of savage fangs 
piercing the occasionally blue Patagonian 
sky, and bathed continually by the fero-
cious winds that sweep across the nadir of 
our sister continent. This 11,077-foot peak 
was first ascended by the famous French 
mountaineers, Lionel Terray and Guido 
Magnone in 1952. The second ascent was 
made in January, 1965 by the Argentine 
climbers Jose Luis Fonrouge (who has also 
climbed the south buttress of El Capitan) 
and Carlos E. Comesa-r-ta by a new route, 
the Supercouloir. In December, 1968, five 
Californians achieved an outstanding suc-
cess in making the third ascent of FitzRoy 
by yet another route. They were Yvon 
Chouinard, Dick Dorworth, Doug Tompkins, 
Lito Tejada-Flores, and Chris Jones, an 
English climber now living in Berkeley. 

Commencing on October 26. 1968, har-
rassed by wind and storm, the five strug-
gled for several weeks establishing fixed 
lines to a high camp on the col between  

FitzRoy and Poincenot, a neighboring ai-
guille. Then the notorious Patagonian 
weather pinned them in an ice cave for 
fifteen days. Finally, favored by a day of 
fair weather on December 20, all five 
reached the summit, bivouacking once on 
the descent. They returned with the climb 
recorded on film. 

Yerupaja 
Before joining the attack on FitzRoy, 

Chris Jones assaulted the "Butcher of The 
Andes," and in company with Paul Dix 
reached the top of this Peruvian toe-eater 
by way of a new route up the northeast 
face, and returned with all digits intact. 

Other members of the party were Dean Cald-
well and Roger Hart. They bivouacked four 
times, doing the route in classical alpine 
style, with a fixed rope placed only across 
the bergschrund. 
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Letters 

Dear Editor: 
I have followed the discussion on Mount 

Rainier's climbing regulations with fasci-

nation, so will add a few facts and com-

ments to what has become, with Pargeter's 

article, a vague philosophical dissertation 

leading away from the heart of the contro-

versy. In fact, Dick, and Mountain Rescue 

in this area, have done climbers a dis-

service by this rambling "answer" to 

Robbins' original statement "It's Time for 

a Change." 

Rather than debate the reasons for regu-

lations, I feel the regulations themselves 

should be examined. It is these individual 

restrictions which, when violated, get 

climbers in trouble with the Park Service. 

For a starter, I would like to see the regu-

lation of a two-man minimum on the routes 

from Emmons Glacier to Tahoma Glacier be 

re-established. I was at the meeting of 

about three years ago when this minimum 

was raised to three, on the recommendation 

of the local climbers and rescue groups, to 

which I disagreed. 

At this particular meeting, reason given 

for the increase to three, among others, was 

that the large climbing organizations in the 

Seattle area held similar size as minimum, 

thus Mount Rainier was brought up to stan-

dard. However, I don't hold with the "safe-

ty in numbers" philosophy. Too much de-

pends upon the individual climbers to be 

able to say with authority that a certain 

number is, in every circumstance, safer 

than another number. Statistics on Rainier 

are confused by the policy of permitting 

guides to take inexperienced persons to 

the summit. In fact, the guide parties have 

the majority of fatal summit climbing acci-

dents to their credit. Contrary to nationwide 

statistics, small parties on summit climbs 

of Mount Rainier do not get in as much 

trouble as do large parties. 

To read Pargeter's article, one would 

assume that climbing on Willis Wall is the 

crux of the issue, and that Mountain Rescue 

policy, as so expressed, is to prevent loss 

of life on that route. This annoys me. So 

far, two parties, plus a disputed third, have 

climbed this side of Mount Rainier. It 

seems to me that an irrational fear of this 

obviously risky route is given as reason to 

put heavy restrictions on every route. 

Pargeter's reasons for not wishing to re-

spond to a rescue on the Wall would 

certainly best be left unsaid. They are 

more appropriate to the 1930's when first 

expressed in regard to the Eigerwand.Moun-

tain Rescue was first organized by climb- 
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era to aid climbers in trouble. Certainly 

there are places where the risk is too great 

to attempt a rescue. But the many people 

who have contributed money and time to 

the organization deserve better than this 

now-stated public policy of "no rescue on 

the Wall." I'm sure individual members will 

respond to need where the current leader-

ship may sit back. 

I feel that in directing criticism at the 

Rainier Park Service, Robbins was on the 

wrong target. Park Service climbing poli-

cies are generally set with advice from 

local climbing and mountain rescue groups. 

In fact, at Rainier there is a three-man 

committee to advise on winter climbing, 

and to approve or deny applicants to climb 

from September to May, a recently estab-

lished season with a distinct set of winter 

regulations. 

These three men represent Tacoma Moun-

tain Rescue, Seattle Mountain Rescue and 

the American Alpine Club, Northwest Chap-

ter. Here lies the basic problem of conflict 

between the top-echelon climbers, such as 

Robbins, and the Park Service regulations. 

Current Mountain Rescue leadership, I 

feel, in these two units is made up of men 

who either did their most ambitious climb-

ing several years ago and have now rele-

gated climbing to a secondary position, or 

whose interest in climbing comes about as 

a result of interest in Mountain Rescue. 

This is not a criticism of their effective-

ness in the position they occupy, but does 

explain why Mountain Rescue, via Pargeter, 

comes up with such a strong anti-climbing 

attitude as regards Mount Rainier. 

Unless a climber has kept up with the 

advance, not only of technique but also of 

individual climbing expertise in the last 

ten years, he will easily find a very wide 

gap between what was regarded as tough 

climbing in 1959 as compared to tough 

climbing in 1969. For example, the second 

ascents of Liberty and Curtis ridges were 

made some twenty years after the first 

ascents in the 1930's. Now, however, first 

ascents in the 50's and 60's are repeated, 

if not the same year, then certainly the 

next. And Liberty Ridge, a "suicide" type 

climb in 1935, is now the classic north 

side route on Rainier, repeated several 

times each season. 

Obviously, there is a huge gap between 

the first-rate climbers of today as compared 

to the people giving advice to the Rainier 

Park Service. And as I stated, there are 

people in Mountain Rescue whose interest 

in mountaineering is not to get to a summit,  

but to rescue the injured. While this may 

seem like a trifling difference, it creates 

an attitude toward attempting new routes 

or repeating difficult ones that is quite 

different than the attitude of the first-rate 

climber of today. I'm sure it is unintention-

al, but the new regulations at Rainier 

—such as a six-man summit team and four-

man support team for Willis Wall—will pre-

vent accidents by preventing climbing. 

Besides Robbins' cited violators who 

were fined, there are a number more in vio-

lation of regulations who quietly slipped 

up the mountain and returned, unknown to 

the rangers. To me this is an indication of 

an unrealistic policy, and there will prob-

ably be more of these incidents, especially 

if regulations are tightened further. 

Since the greatest conflict is from the 

top-flight climbers who are doing route-

pioneering on Rainier, it galls me that they 

are subject to the severest regulations. The 

guides may take the softest person, and 

with the blessing of the regulations, drag 

and cajole him to the top, even two or three 

novices per experienced guide. 

It seems that there just aren't enough 

people interested in the difficult routes to 

cause the problem they seem to be causing. 

When the Rangers can host over a million 

visitors per year to the Park, perhaps two 

dozen climbers on the tough routes should 

be no trouble. Yet Pargeter goes on at 

great length about Willis Wall, when six — 

and a disputed seventh —are all the men 

that have set foot there. 

Robbins' article was extremely pertinent 

and thought provoking. I feel the greatest 

challenge is to the large climbing clubs 

and rescue groups. The leaders of these 

organizations could well be the "Tigers" 

of the 30's, 40's, 50's. Are they going to 

retain the attitudes toward mountaineering 

of those dates? There was a new route 

added to Everest by a two-man party in 

1963. The Eigerwand was climbed Direc-

tissima in the winter, as well as by the 

standard route. McKinley has as many 

routes as Rainier. 

There is too great a gap in technical 

know-how between the top-flight climbers 

today and the leadership of Mountain Res-

cue and climbing clubs in Washington. Be-

sides first aid, survival, and search train-

ing, Mountain Rescue needs to upgrade the 

actual mountaineering technique of its 

members, or admit it has lost touch with 

climbing in the late 1960's. 

Gene Prater 

Ellensburg, Washington 
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Dear Editor: 
I wish to relate the following true experi-

ence which happened to me last summer, 
illustrating the ridiculous extremes that 
some of our park preserves have gone to 
when setting up rules and regulations. 

On a warm sunny day, Jeannie Barclay 
and I were paddling my kayak swiftly 
across Lake Tiorati in Harriman's State 
Park, New York. We had come to one of 
the lake's islands and, both being long-
distance swimming enthusiasts, decided to 
swim to the next island, towing the light 
kayak by means of a 15-foot cord for safe-
ty. About half the distance to our destina-
tion a park ranger came along side us in 
his one-cylinder "putt-putt" boat and 
ordered us back into our kayak and warned 
us that swimming in the lake, other than 
the lifeguard protected bathing beach, was 
forbidden. We informed him we were both 
good swimmers, had both taken the ARC 
certified lifesaving course and had our 
boat on hand in case of an emergency (with 
two life preservers). He told us that he did 
not make the park rules, and so we com-
plied with his order. 

We paddled to one of the islands where 
we beached the kayak and began eating our 
lunch. Shortly the ranger returned, this time 
with a policeman, who from the boat and 
through a megaphone was repeating the 
words: "I order you off the island and back 
into your boats." We gathered our things 

To See, is to Believe 
To Use, is to Know 
To Fall, is to be 1 teld 
Buy Cl ]Dolt peg 

BETTER YET.... 

GIVE A DOLTPEG 

only $8.95 each 

BILL DOLT 

BOX 5579 
SANTA MONICA 
CALIFORNIA 90405 

quickly, placed them into the kayak and 
launched to comply with the officer's order. 

While circling the island and looking for 
a place on the shoreline where we could 
finish our lunch, we noticed the officer's 
boat about a half mile away, heading our 
way. To avoid further conflict with the law, 
we paddled swiftly away from the officer's 
boat. The officer soon realized that our 
swift powerful strokes were no match for 
his one cylinder "putt-putt engine," and 
he stood up and blew his whistle twice. 
Fearing that we might be in violation of a 
possible speed limit on the lake we brought 
our kayak to a halt. He soon pulled along 
side of us and asked for my boating permit. 
(I had one even though I have some reser-
vations on this kind of regimentation.)  

Jeanne asked the officer why we were not 
permitted on the island. 

"There are snakes on the island," he 
replied. 

I answered, "Officer, I am a certified 
ARC first aid instructor and this girl was 
my student in first aid. We also have a 
first aid kit with us; I believe we could 
help ourselves in most accidents." 

"You are forbidden to be on the island by 
park regulations," the officer replied. "You 
should have read the regulations." 

At this time I found the permit and hand-
ed it to the officer, saying, "Here you are 
officer, it was issued to me in 1963." 

As the officer looked it over, he said, 
"This makes you in violation of one more 
park regulation. You are required to have 
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The Specialty Sports Center 

in Boulder is now open, and 

Holubar has more production 

and retail space to provide 

continued excellence in 

mountaineering specialties. 

in Boulder, 1975 30th Street; 

in Denver, 280 Columbine in 

Cherry Creek North. Write Box 

7, Dept ST-4 Boulder, Colorado 

for catalog. 
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this permit renewed every season. In addi-

tion, you are in violation of regulations for 

using a kayak on the waters of this park. 

A kayak has been ruled by the park com-

mission as unseaworthy and prohibited 

here. Finally, as I stated before, park regu-

lations forbid you going on the islands. I 

am ordering you both immediately off this 

lake or I will have you arrested, locked up 

and fined." 

We complied with the order. On the way 

in we talked to another couple who had 

been banished from the lake because 

they, too, had stopped on the island. 

After we secured the kayak to the roof 

of the car, we decided to go hiking on one 

of the nearby trails and finish our lunch on 

a mountain top. To our disappointment, 

park regulations prevented us from parking 

in the vicinity of the trail. Parking was 

prohibited on all roadways in the park 

except designated parking areas. The near-

est one to the trail was two miles away. We 

tried another trail in the park with a simi-

lar difficulty. 

We then gathered our things and headed 

back to the city and home. 

Alfred F. Tatyrek 

Maplewood, New Jersey 

Dear Editor: 

Thievery has always been something I 

left behind in the city —like smog, noise, 

and policemen. Recently, however, I return-

ed to my $80 mountaineering tent and found 

nothing but several knobby motorcycle 

tracks where it used to be. 

Other backpackers might save themselves 

a similar loss by taking the following 

steps. 

Mark tents and equipment with indeli-

ble ink in large letters. 

Hide or camouflage your equipment be-

fore leaving it unattended. Lightweight ny-

lon camouflage material can 'be bought at 

surplus stores. White plastic can be used 

in the winter. Or, paint one side of your 

rain fly with streaks of green and brown. 

Avoid camping near established trails. 

The motorcyclist in the wilderness is a 

special hazard. I have ridden a 650cc Tri-

umph (in the city) for many years and am 

intimately familiar with the problem. A 

small percentage of cyclists are a danger-

ous breed. The thought of someone losing 

his beloved mountaineering equipment or 

freezing on a mountain without food or 

shelter would not bother him in the least. 

This type would not walk further than the 

nearest bar, but given a motorcycle he can 

pose a serious threat to those who enjoy 

the wilderness. 
Edward S. Donn 

Colorado Springs, Colo. 
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the best in outdoor gear! 
Outdoor activity demands reliable and quality 
equipment—take along gear from Alp Sport, Inc. 
Tents, backpacks, sleeping bags and clothing 
from one of America's fastest growing manufac-
turers of outdoor equipment. ALP SPORT, Inc.—
devoted to making the best better. GO RIGHT—
GO LIGHT! For free catalog and name of nearest 
dealer write: 

ALP SPORT, Inc. Dept. 12 • P.O. Box 1081 • 

Dear Editor: 
Mr. Pargeter's response to the editorial 

by Royal Robbins is so incredible and 
poorly conceived as to render sympathetic 
reception and/or logical comment virtually 
impossible. My first reaction to it was that 
the gentleman had attempted (unsuccess-
fully) to write a satire upon the Establish-
ment, but further reading convinces me that 
it was, in fact, intended seriously. 

Mr. Pargeter has confused RULES with 
RESPONSIBILITIES

\ 
 in his own mind and 

in his writing. Nowhere does this show 
more clearly than in his claim that "Rules 
are a standard of responsible conduct for a 
particular environment." The fact is, that 
rules are an ARBITRARY externally-
imposed standard of conduct, and may or 
may not have any particular relevance to 
"responsible" behavior. 

It is to be deplored that Mr. Pargeter's 
organization should appear to thus promul-
gate formal rules as a satisfactory substi-
tute for responsible behavior! In fact, ef-
forts made by many concerned organizations 
(including his own) toward education offer 
one example of a much more satisfactory 
resolution of the problems created by the 
egocentric wilderness user. This is not the 
only route, however. It is really time to 
recognize, too, that egocentric use of re-
sources does not INVARIABLY create prob-
lems, and that individuals CAN, in fact, 
behave responsibly without formal rules. 

The pity is that the stage-prussian view-
point has had its influence too much dictat-
ed by default. My compliments to Mr. Rob-
bins for a most stimulating editorial. 

J. L. Ragle 
Sunderland, Mass. 

Dear Editor: 
I am currently involved in writing the 

history of Jack Durrance's climbs in the 
Tetons from 193 6 to 1941. If anyone has 
unpublished material, personal notes, or 
recollections about the Tetons in those 
days, and about Durrance and his climbs 
in particular, I would greatly appreciate 
receiving such information. I am also inter-
ested in hearing from climbers who may 
have made second ascents of Durrance's 
routes and who could help me determine 
how his climbs were regarded in that era. 

David Dornan 
13 12 Josephine St. 
Berkeley, Ca. 94703 

DAWSON'S BOOK SHOP 
Sierra Club publications, mountains, 
mountaineering, deserts, history of Cali-
fornia and the West—plus many other 
specialties. New, used, and rare. Single 
fine items and libraries bought. 
535 N. LARCHMONT BLVD. 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90004 
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Dear Editor: 

In Mr. Tatyrek's article "Glaciers on the 

Equator," he implies that nowhere else in 

world, except in East Africa, are there 

glaciers on the equator. 

I am reasonably certain that this condi-

tion occurs on Mt. Cayambe in Ecuador. The 

summit of Cayambe is slightly north of the 

equator, rises to 5789 meters (18,800 feet) 

and has extensive snowfields and glaciers. 

I have also been under the impression, per-

haps mistakenly, that the glaciers on Mt. 

Kenya miss the equator slightly and that 

only on Cayambe are there actually glac-

iers on the equator. 

In Ecuador there are at least two other 

peaks within 50 miles of the equator with 

large snowfields and glaciers, Antisana, 

18,440 feet, and Cotapaxi, 19,300 feet, the 

world's highest active volcano. 

C. H. Griffin 

Hoffman Estates, Ill. 

Best Insurance for 

BASIC MOUNTAINEERING 
126 pages of instructions in safe 

mountaineering. 

If not available in book or mountaineer-

ing stores near you, write us direct. 

Include S2.00. 

Sierra Club, San Diego Chap. B 

P.O. Box 525, San Diego, California 
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Dear Editor: 
Having been a member of the Iowa Moun-

taineers East African Expedition in 1967, 
the article by Al Tatyrek "Glaciers on the 
Equator" (Dec. 1968 SUMMIT) raised my 
hackles. 

It should be pointed out that two of the 
main obstacles in entering the Ruwenzori 
mountains are the rains and swamps one 
must face for three days in order to reach 
alpine-type conditions. This serves to keep 
those with little initiative from entering 
the region. As a member of this second 
group, I must say that we hardly "got 
bogged down" as we successfully ascend-
ed Mts. Speke, Moebius, and Alexandra. 

Conspicuously absent was any mention of 
the fact that our group climbed three peaks 
in the Kenya group (Pts. Peter, Lenana, 
and Dutton), and Uhuru Point on Kibo; plus 
Mawenzi by William Hauser and myself. 

Francis J. Castle, Jr. 
Okinawa 

Dear Editor: 
With reference to my article on "Winter 

Climbing and Survival," in the March 
issue, I would like to expand one point, 
namely, the danger of avalanches to the 
winter mountaineer. My article does warn 
on the acute danger attached to wind slab 
conditions, but does not give powder snow 
avalanche conditions enough emphasis. 

Wind slab remains the biggest potential 
danger, but in dry powder" conditions one 
should also be very careful. Particularly, if 
a heavy fall occurs at around freezing in 
very "dry" conditions, and then the temper-
ature plunges to extreme cold. The snow 
will then remain in powder condition for 
many days and will be potentially danger-
ous. 

Although it is often easier to fight ones 
way out of a powder snow avalanche than 
other avalanches, the choking effect which 
the victim experiences is very serious. If 
there is any danger from powder snow ava-
lanches in any form, the nose and mouth 
should be covered by a scarf or an anorak 
tied up tight. Freezing powder snow in the 
lungs or throat can cause serious injuries. 
It is possible to master an avalanche of 
this kind but still die choking. The moral, 
always protect the nose and mouth if climb-
ing or mountain walking in powder snow 
conditions. 

Dennis D. Gray 
Leeds, England 
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This boot is 4 inches high for freedom of movement and support. Roomy toe, 
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CLIMB IN CANADA. Camps at Freshfield 

area Banff Park July 13-27 and Waddington 

area B.C. Coast Range June 28-July 13. 

Write for free brochure on climbing camps, 

mountain huts, accommodation in Banff. 

Alpine Club of Canada, Box 1026-S, Banff, 

Alberta, Canada. 

CLIMB IN SWITZERLAND. July 20-August 

10. Two weeks in Bernese Oberland, third 

in Zermatt. $559 from New York covers 

most costs including SWISS guides. Contact 

Andy Cox, 65 Tillinghast Place, Buffalo, 

New York 14216. 

EXPERIENCED OUTDOORSMEN - EDU-

CATORS: Summer staff positions available 

in rugged, challenging outdoor program for 

young men and adults. Mountain-oriented 

activities: expeditioning, climbing, rafting, 

rescue training. Write Director, N.C. OUT-

WARD BOUND School, Box 817, Morganton, 

N.C. 28655. 

CLIMB MT. McKINLEY!! Professionally 

guided expeditions to Alaska's 20,320-foot 

peak in May and July 1969 by West Buttress 

route. Leader, Ray Genet. Write: Alaska 

Mountain Guides, Box 48, Anchorage, 

Alaska. 

Couple, 23, looking for other experienced 

rock climbing couples for Rockies July - 

October, Mike, Jane Yokell, 949 Washing-

ton, Newtonville, Mass. 

LIGHT-WEIGHT BINOCULARS: New, more 

powerful models just introduced! Tiny size, 

feather-weight. Carry them everywhere. 

Send 25, stamps or coin, for new handbook, 

"How to Select Binoculars," including cat-

alog describing binoculars for climbing, 

hiking, nature study and sports. Prices 

start at $16.95. HOUSE OF BINOCULARS, 

P.O. Box 22, Palo Alto, California 94302. 

FOR SALE: North Cascades National 

Park Trail Guide, $1.25 postpaid. Box 636, 

Mount Vernon, Washington 98273. 

SPECTACULAR climbing pictures, two 

for $1.75 postpaid. See Jan.Feb SUMMIT 

page 33. DOLTPUBS, Box 5579, Santa 

Monica, California, U.S.A. 90405 

"Hitch-Hiking in EUROPE" Hip guide-

book, 75 pg illus. $2 to Box 31123-5, San 

Francisco 94131. 

ICE CLIMBING SEASON just beginning. 

Crampon straps $4.25, hold tight, never 

loosen. New products on the way. Send for 

catalog and sample. BECK OUTDOOR 

PROJECTS, RFD 1, Franklin, N.H. 03235. 
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The ultimate in mountaineering for max-

imun demands, used on most all of the 

worlds outstanding international expedi-

tions during the past years. Famous al-

pinest and author TONY HIEBELER ad-

vised LOWA on perfecting this boot. 

The removable leather innerboot con-

tains an exchangeable lining, of the old-
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felt. Wt. 6 1/2  lbs. 

#201 CIVETTA 

The most rugged boot for rough trails 
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One piece Swiss tanned leather, reversed 

for scuff resistance. Contouring over-

lapping closure. Guaranteed non-slip 

contouring tongue. Fully attached high 

gusset. Underlined deep wedge instep 

hinge. Swivel eyelets;  hidden lace hooks. 

Bellow lined rear action hinge. Two 

heavy leather middle soles. Swiss Mon-

tagna Vibram lug soles triple stitched 

and splitrivet reinforced. Crampon proof 

Wt. 5 1/2  lbs. 

#301 MATTERHORN 

The perfect medium weight hiking and 

climbing boot for the recreational moun-

taineer. One piece black grain chrome 

leather. Waterproff. Overlapping closure 

with gusset and contouring tongue. Un-

derlined deep wedge instep and rear 

action hinge. Slip sole under Montagna 

Vibram sole. Double stitched lace hook 

closure. Wt. 4 1/2  lbs. 

#171 ALPSPITZ 

Same construction as the #301 Mat-

terhorn, but with brown reversed (flesh 

side out) leather. 

#10 JUNIOR HIKER 

The Bernina style with all the Lowa 

features in a special light boot. Vibram 

sole is attached by a spacial process. 

Sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Wt. 11/2  lbs. 

#50 BERNINA 
The ideal lightweight trail boot for the 

entire family. Black grain waterproff 

leather. Bellow tongue closure, hook 

lacing. Roccia Vibram and slip sole. 

Double stitched. Wt. 2 1/2  lbs. 

DEALERS INQUIRE 

AMERICAN LOWA CO., BOX 626, LA CANADA, CALIF. 91011 

THE MOUNTAINEERING BOOT 
WITH THE MOST EXPERIENCE 

Featuring 

BUILT ON A ROCKER LAST 
EXTRA NARROW WELT 
CLOSELY TRIMMED LUG SOLES 
FREE OF TORQUE 
HARD HEEL COUNTER & TOE CAPS 
SCREESHIELD & TONGUE PADDING 
FULLY LEATHER LINED 
LIGHTEST WEIGHT, EASIEST FIT 
plus the special features and 
characteristics of the individual 
models. 

#20 LOWAKAMP 
For camping and light hiking. 

Soft grey suede upper. 

Derby cut with lace hook closure. 

Famous LOWA sealed sole. Wt. 2 1/2  lbs. 

#30 TAHOUIZ 
Extra light training kletterschuh. 

Tough grey, soft suede leather. No 

lining. Extended exterior toe cap. 

Stiff one piece Klettersole with wedged 

heel. Eyelet lacing. Wt. 2 lbs. 

VISIT YOUR FAVORITE 

MOUNTAINEERING STORE 


